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Fracture Analysis Diagram Procedures for the
Fracture-Safe Engineering Design of Steel Structures

W. S. PELUNI AND P. P. PUZAK

Metallurgy Division

A new procedure is described for the engineering design of fracture-safe steel structures representing
weldments, forgings, castings, and combinations of these. The procedure is applicable to all steels which
have distinct transition temperature features, i.e., excepting the ultrahigh strength types which have
poorly defined, low-slope Charpy V transition curves. The new procedure is based on the concept of
the fracture analysis diagram, which represents a consolidation of the available knowledge concerning
flaw size, stress, and temperature requirements for the initiation and propagation of brittle fractures.
The bases for the development of the diagram are explained. Extensive failure and structural test data
are provided as documentation of the validity of the described procedures. The practical engint-cring
use of the fracture analysis diagram is based on the determination of a simple parameter-the NDT
temperature of the steel. All other required information involves elements which are normal considera-
tions in design of engineering structures.

INTRODUCTION the engineering problem of fracture-safe design. The

Those who have a "users" interest in the fracture liter- approach covers intermediate- and low-strength steels,

ature will find that many of the papers on the subject commonly referenced as the structural grades, in the

cover too narrow a span of interest to be useful for the form of plates, forgings, weldments, castings and com-

solution of practical problems. Attempts by lay readers binations of these. The elements of this package include:

to integrate the available fund of knowledge have floun- (a) practical testing procedures suitable to anybody's

dered on the sheer impossibility of coping with a mass laboratory, (b) simplicity of an analysis which is under-
of apparently contradictory informations standable to the general engineering field, (c) flexibility

in application to a wide gamut of engineering struc-

This report is presented as a summary of the status of tures-from 5/8-in.-thick plate weldments to castings
integration of available knowledge, attained by the au- and forgings of thickness measured in terms of feet,
thors as the result of almost 15 years of concentrated re- (d) extensive documentation with respect to a wide
search effort and detailed study of the literature in the range of service failures and simulated service tests and
field. Daring this period, the objective of developing a (e) an extensive background of successful applications
practical engineering appi oach to the fracture problem of the test procedures to a wide range of structures in
was a matter of considerable urgency due to a steady suc- present service to serve as a basis for confidence.
ces:ion of service failures, many of which required im- the length of this report, it unfortunately
mediate solutions and the acceptance of responsibility Despite
for the solutions. In many cases the solutions were pro- remains as a severe abridgement of the total approach

vided with the clear knowledge that military objectives, package developed by the authors. The intent is to prc

life, and property values in terms of millions of dollars vide a base-line presentation, which will make future dis-

hinged on the decisions. Such items, which rarely creep cussions of more detailed aspects understandable within
into formal technical publications, are worthy of note to a framework of basic reference.

highlight the "firing line" atmosphere which provided
the impetus to analyze all available information to the CONCEPT OF THE FRACTURE

limit. Except for this atmosphere, this report would not ANALYSIS DIAGRAM

have been written. Brittle fractures are characterized by the propagation
The confidence which was developed during this long of cracks at velocities of several thousand feet per

period of test and retest of concepts, is now expressed in second. The fractures are observed to be normal to wall
the presentation of a detailed "package approach" to surfaces (square-break) and of crystalline texture, indi-

NRL Problem M03-01; Projects SR 007-01-01 (Tasks 0854 and 0850) cating that the individual grains of the steel fractured by

and RR-007-01-46-5414. This is a final report on one phase of this cleavage of crystal planes. In general, there is very little
problem; work on other phases of the problem is continuing, visible evidence of plastic flow, except for thin fins or
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"shear lips" at the free surfaces of the crack. In con- best features of the two approaches, there emerged the
trast, ductile fractures show a 45-degree shear tear in- first practical, analytical method for the engineering
volving severe plastic deformation of the individual design of fracturc-safe structures.
grains; in effect, the "shear lip" covers the entire frac- The design method is based on a generalized stress-
ture surface. Except for certain types of ultrahigh temperature diagram for fracture initiation and crack
strength steels, and nonferrous alloys, the 45-degree arrest. This diagram may be related to the service tem-
shear fractures develop only by the application of gross parer b determin at e o se servicantplasic verladsapprachng te utimae tnsi e rature by determination of one of several significantplastic overloads approaching the ultirnate tensile reference transition temperatures. A simple method for

strength of the steel. The propagation of such frac- reference transition temperature A s e odture prceed attherate C A repplca- deternmining a reference transition temperature is pro-
ITuS proceeds only at the rates of continued reapplica- vided by the drop-weight test or by the Charpy-V test as

tion of the plastic overloads and therefore with very y w g y py
high absorption energy. Brittle fractures, on the other correlated with the drop-weight test. This reference
hand, are propagated in a manner which may be de- temperatur designated as the nil ductility transition
scribed as "spontaneous" in that the small amount of re-
quired driving energy is entirely derived from the re- The significance of the NDT temperature may be
lease of elastic strain energy. brought out by discussion of the general effects of tem-

Brittle fractures may be initiated at conventional de- perature on the fracture stress transition of steels

sign levels of nominal elastic stress, provided certain (Fig. 1). A flaw-free steel is illustrated to develop a grad-

other conditions are satisfied, as follows: (a) a flaw such ually increasing tensile strength (T.S.) and yield strength

as a crack or sharp notch is present, (b) the stress is of (Y.S.) with decreasing temperature; the increase in yield

sufficient intensity to develop a small amount of defor- strength is greater than that of the tensile strength, re-

mation at the notch tip, and (c) the service temperature silting in coincidence at some very low temperature. At

is low enough to promote cleavage fracture of the de- the temperature of coincidence, tensile ductility as meas-
fnrmzfed metal crystals at the notch tip. ured by elongation or reduction of area (plastic flow) isdecreased to essentially zero or nil value. This tempera-

In other words, the initiation of fracture at nominal ture may be considered as the NDT temperature in the
elastic load levels is determined by the (leavage cracking absence of a flaw. If a small, sharp flaw is placed in the
tendencies of a small volume of steel at notch tips. If test specimen, such as a plate, a decreased level of frac-
"crackless" plastic flow occurs at the notch tip, the struc- ture stress is obtained in the transition range as indi-
ture is not endangered because a surrounding larger cated by the dashed curve labeled "fracture stress de-
volume of metal readily assumes the burden of support- crease due to small, sharp flaw." The highest tempera-
ing the stress. If cleavage cracking occurs, a sharp natui- ture at which the decreasing fracture stress for fracture
ral crack front is extended into the metal by a high-speed initiation due to the small flaw becomes contiguous with
repetition of the crack tip cleavage process, resldting in the yield strength curve of the steel is defined as the nil
a "propagation" of the brittle fracture. ductility transition (NDT) temperature. Below the NDT

temperature the fracture stress curve for the small flaw
With decreasing temperatures, the transition from follows the course of the yield strength curve, as indica-

ductile behavior at crack tips to cleavage behavior is de- ted by the continuation of the dashed curve to lower
veloped "sharply" in a narrow temperature range. The temperatures. The arrows pointing down from the NDT"hrns" of thepetransitione providesinithedbasis'oforhwhat"sharpness" of the transition provides the basis for what point indicate that increases in the flaw size result in
is generally termed the transition temperature approach progressive lowering of the fracture stress curve to lower
to the fracture problem. In the prior use of the transi- levels of nominal stress. As an approximation, the frac-
tion temperature approach, the basic problem has been ture stress is inversely proportional to the square root of
that flaw size and stress factors were not interpretable, the flaw size. The resulting family of fracture stress
That is to say, the transition temperature approach was curves are characterized by a common temperature
based simply on correlations of certain levels of notch effect, involving a marked increase in the stress required
bar fracture toughness that appeared to separate corre- for fracture as the temperature is increased above the
sponding service temperatures of failure from those of NDT temperature.
no failure, namely, Charpy V correlations for fractured
ships. The fracture analysis diagram approach was de- A curve noted as CAT (crack arrest temperature) is
veloped from concepts evolved by the senior author drawn to represent the fracture arrest relationship be-
(W.S.P.) in 1961 -these concepts involving a meshingof tween stress and temperature. The CAT curve repre-
fracture mechanics flaw size and stre.!s..factors with the sents the temperature of arrest of a propagating
transition temperature test approach. By combining the brittle fracture for various levels of applied nominal
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Fig. I - Transition temperature features of steels

stress. The crack arrest temperature for a stress level the test plate itself, sketch (B), or in a prolongation of
equal to the yield strength has been defined by the au- the test plate, which is cooled to low temperatures. Data
thors in previous reports as the "fracture transition on crack arrest properties at stresses and temperatures
elastic" (FTE) temperature and marks the highest above the FTE point have been obtained primarily by
temperature of fracture propagation for purely elastic the use of' crack-starter explosion tests, sketches (C)
loads. Similarly, the "fracture transition plastic" (FTP) and (D), to be explained. FTP performance in this test
temperature has been defined as the temperature above is indicated by the development of a deep hemispherical
which fractures are entirely shear, i.e., show no center bulge with fractures restricted to short, shear tears,
regions of cleavage fracture, and the stress required sketch (D).
for fracture approximates the tensile strength of the
steel. The lower shelf in the range of 5 to 8 ksi, labeled Large-scale, fracture initiation tests have been con-
as the "lower stress limit for fracture propagation" ducted by introducing flaws (fatigue cracks, brittle weld
represents the stress level, below which fracture propa- cracks, etc.) of various dimensions in a test plate and
gation is not possible because the minimum, small loading to establish the fracture stress, sketches (E) and
amount of elastic strain energy release required for (F). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that the family of dashed
continued propagation of brittle fractures is not attained, curves representing the fracture initiation stress for

various flaw sizes are bounded or "cut off" by the CAT
The various types of tests which have provided data curve. This curve begins to rise sharply at the NDT

required to chart this diagram are illustrated in Fig. 2. temperature with a slope such that the CAT for yield
Crack arrest tests may be conducted with a composite stress loading (FTE) is reached at NDT + 60*F and FTP
plate comprising a brittle plate welded to a "test" plate, properties are reached at NDT + 120*F.
sketch (A). After the assembly is brought to a specific
temperature and stress level, "forced" initiation of a The importance of the NDT temperature as a refer-
fracture in the brittle plate by wedge impact is used to ence point for the generalized diagram resides in the fact
develop a rapidly running brittle fracture. The fracture that it may be determined easily by the use of the drop-
continues through the "test" steel or stops, depending weight test. Figure 3 illustrates a drop-weight test speci-
on whether the temperature is below or above the CAT men before and after test below the NDT temperature.
for the steel at the specific stress level of the test. A The drop-weight test features the use of a brittle weld
series of test,: ?re conducted to establish the boundary bead which cracks on "bend" loading to the yield point
of the "run" and "stop" temperatures. Variations of of the test plate surface. The resulting brittle crack
this test include wedge impact starting of a fracture in represents the starting flaw or notch. The size of this
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Fig. 2 - Features of large-sMale fracture initiation and i'aCttire arrest tests

flaw (approximately 1/2 X 1/4 in.) characterizes the test forging direction. -h.,s is clue to the fact that a small-
as a "small flaw" initiation test. A stop placed beneath flaw test specimen can break only at a temperature of
the (enter point of the specimen Span Iestri(ts the test complete brittleness and brittle fractures are insensitive
loading to stress (onditions involking incipient yielding. to orientation. Thus, a steel is characterized by a single
The specimen shown represents the smallest size of a NDT and problems of orientation definition are
series of sizes that may be used (1,2). Figure 4 illustrates eliminated.
the simplicity of the test equipment; details of the anvil
are evident from the enlargement. The samples are
brought to a desired temperature, placed on the teat
anvil, and the weight released to provide for loading to
the point controlled by the stop. As illustrated by Fig. 5,
a series of specimens are tested at 10°F intervals-the
highest temperature of "break" indicates the NDT of
the steel. The sharp transition from "break" to "no
break" at the NDT temperature results from the marked
increase in the levels of deformation required for frac-
ture initiation at temperatures above the NDT. This
feature is illustrated by the steep slope of the fracture
stress curve which corresponds to "small flaw" condition
of the drop-weight test at temperatures above the NDT
point, Figs. I and 2.

Figure 6 documents the high resistance to fracture
initiation exhibited by the same steel shown in Fig. 5 ,3
for tests at temperatures above the NDT, with a special
demonstration series featuring an open span (no stop).
Unlike most laboratory fracture tests which tend to Fig. 3 - Drop-weight test specimen (2X5x5/8 in.) before test
develop data scatter, the drop-weight test is highly (right) and after test at, or below, the NDT temperature
reproducible. Another feature of the test is that it is (left), illustrating the function of the brittle weld as a "crack
insensitive to orientation with respect to rolling or starter" flaw
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The dramatic change in fracture toughness of steels
over a relatively narrow temperature range is best
illustrated by explosion crack-starter tests. In this test,
plates containing the brittle crack-starter weld (thus-a
small flaw condition) are explosion loaded while placed
over a circular die. Aln explosive wafer is placed approxi- +30oF
mately 1-1/2 ft above the test plate so as to develop gas
pressure loading rather than a spalling type contact
loading. In the absence of the crack-starter weld, the i" +20°F
plates would develop a hemispherical bulge with a flat
rim, representing the edge regions of explosive "hold 1
down" against the die support face. +O (D

Fig. 5 -Typical drop-weight test series, illustrating
an NDT at 10°

~ NDT+30*F

NDT+2OOF

NDT

Fig. 6 - Open anvil Lest series illustrating bend deformation.¢(ductility) developed at temnperatuires abo~ve the NDT temr-
perature ats (onipared to the "flat break" at and belo%% the
NDT temnperature

-" iue 7 presents a panoramnic view of the dramatic

temperature effect in 20TF steps, for a World War II
ship plate steel test series. At and below the NDT tem-
perature, 20TF for this steel, the test plates break "flat."
Above the NDT temperature the plates bulge before
fracture, indicating difficult (plastic strain required)
starting of the fractUre. In conformance with the plas-
tic strain-temperature relationships of the small flaw
fracture initiation curve at temperatures above the NDT
temperature, the level of pre-fiactture bulging (plas-
tic stress levels) increases continuously with increasing
temnperature in the NDT to FTP range. The fractures,
once started, run through the "hold down" regions of
the bulge (elastically loaded die supported regions) at

Fig. 4 - Drop-weight test equipment (left); details of anvil for all temperatures below the FTE. At temperatures above
2X5x5/8 in. specimens (right) the FTE, the fractures are entirely contained in the
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-~4

20° F 400 600 800

4,.

1200 1400 160 0 F

Fig. 7 - Explosion crack-starter test series in 20°F steps illustrating the dramatic increase in fracture toughness
of steels above the NDT temperature (for tie steel shown, NDT= 20°F. FTE = 70°F, and FTP= 140F)

plastic loaded regions of the bulge (short fractues). 2. Levels of prefracture bulge deformation increase
Above the FTP temperature only short, ductile tears as test temperatures are raised above the NDT tem-
are developed, even with the intentional forcing of peratures.
deformation to a complete hemisphere, as shown by the 3. Above the FTE temperature, fractures do not run
160°F test plate of the series. The FTP temperature is through the elAstic load or "hold down" regions, thus
approximately 120'F above the NDT temperature. indicating the CAT for yield stress loading has been
These results have been confirmed for a wide variety exceeded.
of steels and for plates up to 3 in. in thickness. 4. Propagation of partially brittle fractures through

By reference to Fig. 8, we may now relate drop- the plastically deformed center regions of bulge are
weight and explosion test performance to the fracture developed in the range between the FTE and FTP
analysis diagram, as follows: temperatures.

1. Nil ductility (fracture of drop-weight specimens 5. Short, shear tears are developed above the FTP
and flat break in explosion tests) occurs at and below the temperature. The use of unusually large amounts of
NDT temperatures. explosives results in the development of a deep bulge.
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Fig. 8 - Drop-weight awl explosion (Ta(k-starter test series related to the generalized fracture diagram

"file observed increase in fracture toughncess with of law sizes. Ilhese range from flaws of less than I in.

increasing temperature is characterized by the gradual (top dashed curve) to flaws in the order of 1 to 2 ft (bot-
transition of the fracture surfaces from a completely tom clashed curve). It should he noted that all initiation
brittle fracture, except for very thin (visible with mag- Curvres have been drawn to show a rapidly increasing
nification) shear lips at and below the NDT, to heavy requ, irement for higher stresses with increasing temper-
shear lips (1/8 in.) at FTE, and to full shear at and attire above the NDT temperature. The actual slope and
above the FTP. These various observations were first shape of the "rising" portions of the initiation curves
made during a period of extensive testing of a wide represent estimates based on the general slope of the
variety of plate steels in 1950- 1953. The terminology crack arrest curve.
and interpretation of NDT, FTE, and FTP, which was Th
developed during this early period remains valid; The diagram s redicts that for a given level of stress,
however, a more exact definition of the nature of the larger flaw sizes will be reqtire. for fractutre initiationevents is now po~ssible based on crack arrest data and above the NDT temperature. For exaniple, at stresses in
"eventsisanow sioe"sfre bastredssncrackarrest data dd bthe order of 3/4 Y.S., a flaw in the order of 8 to 10 in.
"investigators. may be sufflicient to initiate fracture below the NDT

temperattire; however, at NDT + 30°F, a flaw of 1-1/2

The approximate range of flaw sizes required for frac- to 2 times this size may be required for initiation. To
lure initiation at various levels of nominal stress are il- the right of the CAT, there is "no flaw" that is of suffici-
lustrated by the generalized fracture analysis diagram of ent size to initiate fracture because propagation of brittle
Fig. 9. The flaw size data have been derived from a wide fractures is not possible. It should be noted that the
variety of small flaw tests, from limited studies of tensile nominal stress plotted in this diagram is the stress acting
tests with large 'flaws introduced into I in. and 3/4 in. on the voltime of material within which the flaw resides.
thick plates, and from theoretical fracture mechanics Thtus, for a flaw residing in the shell region of a pressure
concepts developed by G. R. Irwin (3). Validation is pro- vessel, the nominal stress is the shell stress vector com-
vided by a large amount of failure and structural test ponent; for a flaw residing at a nozzle the nominal stress
data, to be presented. The generalized diagram presents is the higher level of stress acting at that particular posi-
a family of fracture initiation curves relating to a range tion in the nozzle.
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Fig. 9 - Generalized fracture analysis diagram, as referenced by the NDT temperature

EXPERIMENTAL BASIS FOR THE
LOCATION OF THE CAT CURVE Y0 -- EG

We shall first discuss the basis for the shape of the 40f
CAT curve and of its position with respect to the NDT U CAT CURVE t
temperature. The basis is found in a compilation of all 6
available crack arrest data for steel plates that also had W 30 x
been tested with the drop-weight test to establish the x F-
NDT temperature. Figure 10 illustrates a typical corre- U) 20 F TS PLT

lation of NDT and CAT data resulting from tests con- z FRACRRETED A C
ducted by Mosborg (4). A series of combination plates1 0 IRNOSLIE STEELS-C
comprising a 3/4-in.-thick ABS-C test plate of 5-ft NOT (3NPELATES)
width welded to a 1-ft-wide "crack-starter" plate pro- (14 40
vided the necessary specimens. These assemblies were 040 -20 0 20 40
loaded to stress levels in the order of 1/2 the yield TEMP (OF)
strength of the test steel and a hammer blow was applied Fig. 10 - Correlation of CAT data obtained by Moborg (4)
to a wedge inserted in a notch located at the edge of the with NDT temperatures of the test steels. The data relate to
brittle "crack-starter" plate. A brittle fracture was there- three separate plates from one heat.
by initiated which propagated across the starter plate
and either stopped on entering the test plate or con- A summary of Esso brittle temperature (EBT) crack
tinued through to complete fracture, depending on the arrest data for a wide variety of 3/4 to 1 in. structural
test temperature. The data presented in Fig. 10 illus- steel plates is provided in Fig. 11. The EBT test differs
trate a sharp cutoff in fracture propagation at temper- from the Mosborg type test in that the brittle "starter"
atures in the range of 30 to 35*F above the NDT tem- plate is not used, fracture initiation is obtained in the test
peratures of the three plates from the same heat which plate by the application of a local "overstress," due to
were used to fabricate the specimens. At temperatures the wedge action. The test plate width is ordinarily in
below the indicated CAT curve, all tests resulted in the order of 16 in.; however, tests also have been con-
complete fracture, while at higher temperawres the ducted for 6-ft-wide plates. The EBT tes , were con-
fracture itopped on eauuvg the test plate. ducted at the 18-ksi stress level, ie., at appnrcu ly lit

__ _ __ _ __ _ __---,__ _ _ ____ ___I_ _ __ __I_ _
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50- the yield strength of the test steels. These steels are corn-

40 F T E monly used in the fabrication of large storage tanks in
this country and in England-full details are available

30 -Y. S. RANGE from Ref. 5. The NDT and FTE to ts were conducted by
C the authors using material provir: d by the Esso authors.

W 20 - 18 gKS CURVE

E-• T The lower graph provides the individual data points
U) 10 •for each steel. The diagram at the top of the figure sum-

marizes the "At" temperature relationship of the EBT
0 ,I and FTE temperatures to the NDT temperatures. TheNDT +'20* 440* +60@F

"N D TE. +' EBT crack arrest point for the lB~ksi stress level as
F T E defined by these tests appears to have a mean position of

25°F above the NDT. The FTE crack arrest point for
the yield stress level has a mean position of 45°F above
the NDT.

A similar summary of all available correlation data is
S N D T presented in Fig. 12. These include the data presentedSR .Ac20 P-403

II A2 I I in Figs. 10 and 11 plus the results obtained for other
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 s0 steels (6) using the isothermal (Tr) Robertson, 3 ft

TEMP (OF) "brittle" plus 3 ft "test" composite plates, and 6-ft test

Fig. II - The lower graph illustrates the temperatures deter- plates. Except for the FTE explosion tests, all data are

mined for the NDT, EBT, and FTE for 12 steels; the data for stress levels approximating 1/2 the yield strength of

relating to each steel are connected by a reference line. The the test steels. Based on a "high end" of the correlation

"At" relationships of the EBT and the FTE to the NDT tern- range, the CAT point is defined as 30F above the NDT
perature are summarized in the upper graph. The crack arrest temperature for stress levels in the order of 1/2 the yield
curve drawn in the top graph represents the "mean position" strength and 60F above the NDT for stress levels in the
CAT curve indicated by the "At" data points, order of the yield strength. There are two limitations to

MEAN POSITION

SMALL FLAW CAT CURVE II
INITIATION x

CURVE "
Y. S.

Soil/CAT CURVE

'HIGQH END" 
POSITION

+I-- o 0.0'WIEPLT

00
CO&

a* I'+ ' WIDE PLATE
*K ST

0 0o TK ROBERTSON
L 000 & 3'+3 WIDE PLATE

+ 6' WIDE PLATE

X ,, TESULOE TEST

NOT NOT + 30 NDT +60OF
"At" TEMP. (OF)

Fig. 12 - Summarization of "At" CAT data for 32 steels, representing a wide variety of
tests conducted at stress levels of approximately 1/2 the yield strength level of the various
steels. A total of 14 steels were also tested by the explosion crack starter test to establish
the "At" FTF (CAT for Y.S. level). These data represent the banes for the fracture analysi
diagram location of the CAT curve referenced to the NDT point
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these data: the correlations are primarily for steels in the brittle cracks ranged from "through" thickness (3/4 in.)
3/4 to 1-1/4 in. plate thickness range because of test to 1/2 thickness (5/8 in.), and the length of these cracks
machine limitations, and all tests except the FTE type ranged from approximately 4 to 16 in. The sphere was
are for stresses in the order of 1/2 the yield strength, pressurized hydrostatically with chilled brine, resulting
Neither of these limitations is serious, because service in temperatures ranging from 10 to 25°F; thus all tests
failure data for thick sections do not disclose propaga- were conducted below the NDT temperature of the test
tion above the CAT curve (as generalized), and explo- steel. The sphere was constructed of a quenched and
sion bulge tests of 3-in.-thick plate confirm the "plus tempered steel having an NDT temperature of approxi-
60°F" location point for the FTE of thick plates, mately - 60*F, with the intent of providing for stopping

It should be noted that gradient temperature Robert- of the crack as it propagated from the test plate into

son tests are not included in this compilation. It has been the sphere. Thus, an extensive series of tests was con-

established by British investigators that the correct ducted utilizing a single pressure vessel which was weld

CAT is defined by the isothermal temperature test. The repaired by the insertion of a new 2-ft-diameter brittle

Robertson gradient test CAT curve rises sharply at the steel section for each flaw size test.

NDT temperature, somewhat like the vertical line drawn A summary of the fracture initiation stress for the var-
in Fig. 12. This feature has led to the conclusion by ious flaws is provided in Fig. 13 in reference to the frac-
British investigators that the NDT correlates with the ture analysis diagram of the test steel. The range of
Robertson gradient test CAT. fracture stress indicated by the arrow for each flaw size

These data clearly illustrate that the simple and inex- (4, 8, and i6 in.) is caused partly by scatter; however,

pensive drop-weight test may be used to establish the the fracture stress for the "T" flaws generally reported
CAT of a steel, thus eliminating the requirement for to the bottom of the range while those of the "1/2 T"

conducting time-consuming and expensive series of flaws reported to the top. The BMI relationships of flaw

ecrack arrest tests. and fracture stress are in excellent agreement with
large-scale rfailure data, as will be demonstrated in a subsequent

section.

EXPERIMENTAL BASIS FOR THE LOCATION
OF THE FRACTURE INITIATION CURVES

We shall discuss next the basis for the location in the - x

diagram of the fracture initiation curves for various
flaw sizes. It is well-known that with small, sharp cracks 2' TEE
loading of the test plate to the yield point is required
for fracture initiation at temperatures below the NDT T T

temperature. In effect, this signifies that net section x
yielding is required for fracture initiation for a small 9FT DIAtSPHER

flaw that is not of sufficient length to provide for a sig-
nificant amount of transfer of stresses from the unsup-
ported central zone to the flaw tip ends. As the flaw size, 40

increases, the stress transfer action is accentuated, thus _

causing yielding to occur at the flaw tip ends for nomi- ý 30 " 4* lo/
nal, applied stress levels in the elastic range.

wT
Tests conducted by Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI) 20

investigators Martin and Rieppel for the Ship Structure ,-
Committee (7) have contributed important information z
on the initiation stress for flaws of a wide range of di- TSon TEST N OT

mensions. These tests involved the use of a 2-ft-diameter 01
"test" section of 3/4-in.-thick steel plate which was 0 20 40 60

insert welded into an alloy steel sphere of 9-ft diameter. TEMP (OF)

The test section steel was a relatively brittle ship plate Fig. 13 - Summary of hydrostatic test shell stresses required
material with an NDT temperature of 30F. Flaws of for the initiation of fracture for flaws of 4, 8, and 16 in. dimen-
various lengths were introduced into the test section by siom. AU tests were conducted at temperatures ranging from
machining a groove and rewelding, using a brittle weld, F* to 2W below the NDT gemperaure of the tet MA a
as illustrated at the top in Fig. 13. The depth of the 3/44an.4"ck ship plte.

________________ ___I___ ____I__________________________________-
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RESIDUAL STRESS RELATIONSHIPS TO THE FRACTURE STRESS

FRACTURE ANALYSIS DIAGRAM FOR SMALL FLAW

For the case of structures that do not contain residual RESIDUAL S
stresses, the stress axis of the diagram represents /' -L IF A15 s

stresses resulting from the applied loads. If residual - X SMALLFLAW.

stresses are present, it is necessary to add the residual LOW STRESS
toFRACTURES

stress component to the load stress component. Residual DO ® OCCU
stresses of high order may result in the sum stress ex- ABOVE NOT TEMP

ceeding the elastic limit at low levels of applied stresses. CAT
C *- CURVE

In effect, the flaw does not "know" the composite nature [- /v
of the stress -the fracture event is determined entirely COMPLETE

by the "sum" intensity of stress acting on the volume of FRCTURES
X

metal within which the flaw resides. A specific illustra- , ,TrI I I

* PARTIAL
tion is provided in the top left corner of Fig. 14. This FRACTURES p I I

case is concerned with a small flaw located in the weld ID T +20, +4o-' +60'F
and HAZ (heat-affected-zone) region which is subjected 'at* EMP--.-

to a near yield point level of stress resulting from a Fig. 14 - Illustrating the fracture analysis diagram prediction
weld thermal cycle. This type of weld residual stress is that the NDT represents the highest temperature for the initia-
known to act in a direction parallel to the weld and to tion of "low-stress" fractures in the presence of high residual
extend for distances of 1 to 2 plate thicknesses from the stress fields. Complete fractuires are predicted for conditions
weld centerline for plates of 1 to 2 in. thickness. For such that the applied stress ilevel exceeds 5 to 8 ksi; short
thicker plates the relationship of I to 2T does not apply fractures result if the applied stress level is less than this value.
and estimates indicate distances not exceeding 2 to 3 in.
In other words, flaws that may be acted upon by such
high intensity residual stress fields may be expected to The concept of the controiling effect of the small flaw
be of short length (small flaws), otherwise the tip of the fracture initiation curve i:s illustrated in Fig. 14 by the
flaw would extend outside of the peak stress zone. The x marks, representing the spectrum of possible fracture
excellent studies of Wells (8), Hall (9), and others in the stresses for the buried flaw case. Above the NDT tem-
area of "low-stress fracture" fit this description. These perature the applied stress must be raised: to above the
studies have been based on the use of welded plates yield point as required by the small flaw initiation curve.
featuring small flaws that are cut in the beveled edge However, as the temperature is decreased to below the
prior to welding and remain as "buried" flaws acted NDT point, fractures may then occur at any applied
upon by high residual weld stresses; in other words, as stress level, depending on the level of the residual stress
indicated schematically by the drawing in the top left that is present in the weldment. All that is required is
of Fig. 14. that the sum of the two stresses provide for the develop-

ment of incipient yielding. The individual lines connec-
Now, the fracture analysis diagram interpretation of ting the x marks with the common point marked "sumthis situation is that the initiation of a "low-stress" stress," Fig.o 14, designate t.he summation of the two

brittle fracture in the testing of such buried flaw test stresses For a ve si ble l ow- tr e tur
plats i enirey cntrlle bythefratur intiaion stresses for a variety of possible low-stress fracture

plates is entirely controlled by the fracture initiation conditions. If the weld residual stress is very high and
curve for small flaws. That is to say, loading to low levels therefore fracture initiation occurs at levels of applied
of stress can result in fracture (low-stress fracture by stress that are less than the lower shelf for propagation
definition) if the temperature is such as to provide for (5 to 8 ksi), the fracture will be arrested on leaving the
fracture initiation for conditions of incipient yielding at weld residual stress field; i.e., short fractures will result,
the flaw tip position. This is the case only below the NDT as indicated by the circled x marks.
temperature. If appreciable plastic deformation is
required to initiate fracture (the case above NDT) the The development of spontaneous fractures in weld-
applied stress must necessarily be raised into the plas- ments that are not stress relieved is thus indicated to be
tic range (high-stress fracture by definition). The addi- possible only below the NDT temperature. In such
tion of two components of elastic stress can only produce cases, short fractures may develop for conditions such
incipient yielding-gross yielding requires one compo- that restraint stresses (long-range "locked in" reaction
nent to be raised to above the yield point. Obviously, stresses) outside of the localized field of high residual are
for these tests the only component that may provide for less than 5 to 8 ksi. Complete fractures may ocmr if the

plastic stressing is the applied stress. restraint stresses are in excess of the 5 to ,6bI ls..
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The existence of a "critical edge" temperature for low Go-
stress fracture has been confirmed by all investigators So- PRESTRAIN
of buried flaw tests. Above the "critical edge". tempera- 04 IF 0.4%
ture, fracture initiation requires applied stresses equal to 1150 IF SR. M
or exceeding the yield point. Wells (8) has determined • 40 - athat his "critical edge" temperature is closely related to • FT,w
the NDT temperature and the Robertson gradient test 3 0-
CAT. The relationship to the NDT is illustrated by Fig. ,/15, which presents the fracture analysis diagram super- z o-

imposed on a typical Wells "critical edge" plot, based on Mthe NDT temperature position. It is apparent that the Lo. STRESS

"critical edge" temperature (crosshatched arrow desig-

nations) corresponds very closely to the NDT tempera- oi 7F C rE5 K ND

ture and therefore to the fracture diagram predictions. -40 -20 0 20 40 60 so 100 120
The close correspondence of the NDT temperature to TEMP. (*F}

the "critical edge" temperature has been confirmed for Fig. 16 - Hall, Nordell, and Munse (9) data points which de-
all buried flaw tests that have included NDT determina- fine the critical edge temperature for low-stress fracture
tions for the test steels. superimposed on the fracture analysis diagram for the test

steel: I-in. plate, ASTM A212-B, 0.30% C, 0.76% Mn, 0.26% Si.
50

the applied stress must exceed yielding for the case of a
40 . S. m small flaw, as indicated by the small-flaw fracture initia-

* FTE tion curve of the fracture analysis diagram.

As will be evident from the presentation of service
,failure data, all failures of welded structures which could

2 -0 be ascribed to small flaws in the presence of weld resi-
Z/ dual stresses (structure not stress relieved) occurred at

LOW STRESS temperatures below the NDT of the steel, confirming
0 FRACTURES the "critical edge" effect and the fracture diagram

SHORT 6- NOT predictions.
FRACTURES 0 .

0 I _ _ I I I I I The foregoing discussions were concerned with small-
-40 -20 0 20 40 60 s0 100

TEMP. (OF) flaw fracture initiation from locations of intense but
localized residual stress fields. We shall now discuss theFig. 15 - Wells (8) data points which define the critical edge fracture analysis diagram predictions for the case of

temperature for low-stress fracture superimposed on the frac- fracture initiation due to large flaws under the influence
ture analysis diagram of the test steel: 1-in. plate, 0.14% C,
1.07% Mn, 0.02% Si. of restraint stress fields. The differentiation between

"residual" and "restraint" stresses is simply one of. ex-
tent and source. By restraint stresses we mean the

Figure 16 illustrates a replot of Hall, Nordell, and "locked in stresses" outside of the immediate bound-
Munse's (9) data superimposed on the fracture analysis aries of the weld zone region. Such long range stresses
diagram. Most of these tests were concentrated at -40 0 F are generally considered not to exceed approximately
for purposes of a positive demonstration of the in- 1/2 the yield strength of the metal. Figure 17 illustrates
fluences of notch preparation methods and techniques a possible situation featuring a long weld crack that is
for eliminating low-stress fractures. Comparison of loaded by a restraint stress field of approximately 1/2
the results obtained at 15" to 40*F with a single test at the yield strength intensity. We may assume that the
0*F clearly illustrates the critical edge effect. Hall, flaw is sufficiently large (say 1 to 2 ft) so as to cause a
Nordell, and Munse also found that "hot loading" at close approach of the fracture initiation curve to the
100F (NDT + 90*F) mechanically stress relieved the CAT curve for the specified stress level. In effect, we are
buried flaw, resulting in the elimination of "low-stress stating a case such that a practical approach involves
fracture". Similar results were obtained with stress using CAT curve protection to establish fracture safety.
relief at 1150, as was also noted by Weil. It may be Thisi obtained by limiting the service to temperatures
concluded that in the absence of a weld residual stress in excess of NDT + S0%F, a indicated by the illusruion.
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VALIDATION OF THE FRACTURE ANALYSIS
DIAGRAM - SERVICE FAILURES AND

PRESSURE VESSEL TESTS

tit ? I / A long term interest of the authors in failure analysis,
S! I ( I /NOT involving both service failures and simulated service

_. tests, resulted in the accumulation of a large body ofS RESTRNT STESSES • '• ..... data which now provides for critical evaluation of the
, / validity of the fracture analysis diagram concepts. We

- - - - /i/ shall now present all of the service failure data that are

EXItTEO LEVEL availaule as of the date of the preparation of this
OF RESTRAINT report-none have been omitted. Results of pressure
StRESS -vessel tests will be presented also; these tests involved

S- - -, IMITI TON the pressurization of deliberately flawed vessels and
" (LARGE FLAWI provide data of direct significance to the service perfor-

COPLE-T X mance of pressure vessels.

x FRACTURES X The first step in conducting service failure analyses
N I I I is the determination of the location of the fractureNOT *20 *40 *60*F

"At" TEMP - analysis diagram on the temperature scale. This step

Fig. 17 - Illustrating the fracture analysis diagram prediction simply requires the determination of the NDT tempera-
that large flaws located in restraint stress fields (of 1/2 the ture of the fracture source material (near the fracture
yield strength) may result in low-stress fracture initiation at origin) by means of the drop-weight test or indirectly
temperatures below the CAT (NDT+ 3OrF) by means of the Charpy V test. If the Charpy V test is

used it is necessary to have prior information of the
Charpy V energy-NDT correlation for the type of steel

The X points indicate that low-stress fracture at tern- involved. For the purposes of this report we shall refer,
peratures less than NDT + 30*F are possible. Complete with one exception, to NDT temperatures established
fractures may result at low levels of applied stress be- directly by the use of the drop-weight test.
cause the extensive stress field required for propagation The second step involves the placing of a suitable
over long distances is provided by the restraint stress. notation at the temperature of the service failure. A

The above case may be recognized as the basic prem- vertical line drawn in the fracture diagram at the ser-
ise for design based on CAT data. The proponents of vice temperature position serves this purpose.
this approach make a basic assumption that large flaws The third step involves the determination of stress
may be anticipated in the structure and therefore frac- levels relative to the initiation and propagation of the
ture initiation is possible at all temperatures below the fracture. The initiation stress may include both applied
CAT for the general level of stress in the structure. On and residual stresses.
a fracture analysis diagram basis the requirement for
restricting service to temperatures in excess of NDT + The fourth requirement involves the determination
30*F follows only if the anticipated flaw length is in ex- of the flaw size. This ordinarily requires visual exami-
cess of I ft. Accordingly, a basis is provided for the appli- nation.
cation of engineering judgment based on flaw size ex- In effect, the described steps constitute a straight..
pectancy analyses. Such a basis is not provided by the in- forward process of placing the fracture analysis diagram
variant use of CAT principles. If CAT principles were at the proper position in the temperature scale, locating
applied to the case of ship steels, the documented suffi- a stress-temperature "point" in the diagram, and
cient improvement of ship steel quality by a 30°F re- flsi r-e etu tpoint. The diag rmanasging a flaw size 'to this poit. The required informa-
duction of NDT temperatures would have been deemed gn g po ea
inadequateforthesoution of NT te u es Wo rld Ware bn d d tion is usually readily available within the limits requiredinadequate for the solution of the World War 11 ship for the simple interpretation of the fracture analysis
fracture problem. In effect, a 60*F improvement would diagram. In fact, the simplicity of the analysis operation
have been indicated-such an improvement would have is one of the principal virtues of the proposed plan.
required the change to a much more expensive, nor-
malized ship steel. The significance of these statements The service failure and pressure vessel test cases to
will become more apparent in the section on ship frac- be described have been separated into various cate-
ture steels, illustrated in Figs. 40 and 41. gories which correspond to specific zones of the fracture
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STRENGTH T

YIELD CATEGORY (A) CATEGOY(E

Category T..np-t-o, Flow14. Sign L~adie

A 9.1-. NOT laaftlv

CATEGORY ©C 5.1..w NOT lusa. .... lending a1
0 5.1.., 1Nltorg . 1-6 . .

/ NO~MT O,: CAT Wg A.

F Mbe- N-.1otimSe. Io....l.O
FTC and FTP stren"d loading of very

NOT+30* NDT+60* NOT +1200

NOT
BELOW NOT eg+-f ABOVE NOT

"At" TEMP (*F)-

Fig. 18 -Sequence of the discussion of failure-analysis cases is indicated by categories A to F
referenced to various zones of thi~fracture analysis diagram

analysis diagram. Figure 18 illustrates the location of Figure 19 illustrates the fracture of a 100-ton pressure
these zones; the corresponding categories are defined vessel of 9-1/2-in, wall thickness at the region of pri-
as tabulated in the figure. In effect, the course of the mary fracture. The vessel was subjected to slow, cyclic,
presentation will provide a step by step validation of hydraulic pressurization to 30 ksi shell stress at a con-
the various zones of the fracture analysis diagram. stant operating temperature of 70"F. A threaded closure

provided access to the interior. After 1550 cycles, repre-
senting several months of operation for the new vessel,

Category A: Temperature Below NDT - Plastic a small fatigue crack of 1/8-in, depth developed at the
Strain Leading of Small Flaws root of the first thread, which was subjected to a small

amount of reversed (tension-compression) plastic defor-
Case All: Heavy Section Pressure Vessel mation on each cycle. The brittle fracture which initia-

Forging, ASTM A293 Steel ted from this small flaw resulted in splittin~g off a 20-ton
section which represented the bottom head of the pres-

Compsitin (W-%)sure vessel. The "flat break" appearance of the fracture
Compoitio (Wt%) .through the 9-1/2-in, wall and the fatigue crack at the

CJ Mn Si P jS I Nil Cr Mo I V root of the thread are illustrated in Fig. 20. The vessl

0O.28 0.64 W0.15 0:.010d 0.013 2M5 0.23 OM ! 0.06 was constructed as a one-piece cylindrical forging of
ASTM-A293 composition, which represents a typical

~'~ 1 "'-.Ni-Cr-Mo-V steel for heavy forgings. The NDT temper-
V.S T.S. El. R.A. ature of the steel was 130T.
4ksm) j, (ksi) M% M% The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 21) illustrates
960 116.0 18i.0 40.0 that the failure of the vessel was in conformance to pre-

dictions for conditions of a small flaw, over yield stress
loading at the position of the flaw, and service temper-

NDT C,.NDT5  iF C1.vr ature below the NDT. It is noted that a secondary frac-j7 (ft-hb) rr) (ft-h) ture propagated longitudinally through the shell at a

13 30 70 IS sKress level of 30) ksi and stopped on reaching the closure
*Ds~pwkww b w hwsh fwqwsp .. ( W y xp of the top head, at which point. the sh wmsrs

a~ NOT Wowaimr I4NPT) sa" a foam#I w6s~ to 10 kii.
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Fig. 19 - (Case Al) Fracture of a 100-ton
pressure vessel; the bottom head, shown at
right, swung out bottom-side up prior to the 4
fall of the vessel. The ladders indicate the
size.

Fig. 20 - (Case A 1) Brittle fracture face of the 9-1/2-in. shell wall of the 100-ton pressure vessel. The
enlargement shows the i/8-in.-deep fatigue crack (shiny region) located at the root of the thread.
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ý5'DIAM.STRESS AT
10- ROOT OF THREAD

Y. S. FTE

FI FTURE 8D0
9lý

~60
LENtGTH

~40j ?I ,, ,,,,,,SHELL
STRESS

2D FAILURE
TEMP. I

NDT

2W 0 130 190
1/8* FATIGUE
CRACK

(AFTER 6550 CYCLES)

Fig. 21 - (Case Al) Fracture analysis relating to the service failure of the 100-ton,
forged, ASTM A293 pressure vessel

Case A2: Anchor Windlass - Shaft Coupling,
SAE 1050 Forged Steel

Composition (Wt-%)]

Ci Mn Si _P 1S Ni Cu

0.53 0.79 0.26 0.024 10.030 0.23 0.21J

Y.S. T.S. I El. J R.A.
(ksi) k i) m_____

42.3 89.7 22.5 42.0

________ C,.N ______ I _______

(OF) (ft-lb) (OF) (ft-hb)

100 8_ 70 _ _I _

Figure 22 illustrates the fracture of an anchor wind-
lass-shaft coupling on a Coast Guard vessel. The frac-
ture developed through both sides, following the cor-
ners of sharp, 1/16-in.-fillet keyways. The broken
halves were projected outward for a considerable dis-
tance, indicating that the anchor was housed under
power and therefore resulted in severe overload condi-
tions at the keyways. The coupling represented an SAE Fig. 22 - (Case A2) Fracture of an anchor
1050 forging. windlass-shaft coupfing
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SO0 OVERLOAD
FAILURE

Y.S.

60 - FTE

2'U

W

I-

20
FRACTURE
THROUGH
KEYWAY FAILURE8. ý"TEMP NI1 1

260 80 100 120 140 ISO
TEMP. (OF)

Fig. 23 - (Case A2) Fracture analysis relating to the overload failure of the forged,

SAE 1050, anchor windlass-shaft coupling

The failure temperature is indicated on the fracture the propellers endure plastic deformation overloads,
analysis diagram (Fig. 23) to have been 30°F below the which obviously was not within the capability of this
NDT temperature of the steel. The plastic overload de- material in the presence of numerous small casting de-
veloped at the keyway fillet is indicated by plotting the fects and deep chipping hammer marks. Broken stub
initiation stress at slightly above the yield strength of ends were investigated by the authors and found to in-
the steel. The only flaws present at the keyway consisted volve material based on a poor choice of chemical com-
of machine marks. position and heat treatment practice. The fracture anal-

ysis diagram of Fig. 25 (right) summarizes the results
Cases A3 to A7: Heavy Section Cast Propellers, for the Cases A3 to A7 failures. The inadequacy of the

AISI Type 410 Stainless Steel material for plastic overload service at ice-water temper-

ature, in the presence of small defects is in conformance

Composition Range (Wt- %) with predictions of the fracture diagram.

C Mn Si P S Cr A solution to the icebreaker propeller problem was
found by developing a modified type 410 stainless steel,0.08/0.12 0.66/1.02 0.80/1.19 -0.02 -0.03 11.7//12.6

Y.S. T.S. El. R.A.
(ksi) (ksi) (%) M(%)

37.0/45.0 55.0/75.0 5.0/17.0 5.0/21.0

NDT CvNDT FT CvFT
(OF) (ft-lb) (OF) (ft-lb)

0 30/40 5/7

*For each case, the NDT was 2WF or higher (no tests, drop-weight or

Vharpy, were conducted at higher temperatures).

Figure 24 illustrates a typical fracture of a cast, 12%
Cr, AISI Type 410 stainless steel propeller previously
used for icebreaker service. Five failures occurred in Fig. 24 - (Cases AS to A7) Typical fracture of catu 12% o-hr
rapid sequence on initial use of the new type of propeller mium stainless steel papeie ptvlw4y umod fea breaei r
during the early 1950's. Icebreaker service requires that service. Dimension are iadkaledby theO I4%. roe,
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MOIIDMATERIAL IOLD MATERIAL
NO FAILURES FIVE FAILURES ON FIRST SERVICE

PLASTIC DEFORMATION
LOADS IN SERVICE---- -

so Y.S. . 0

BRITTLE FRACTURE
FROM SMALL

-60 _ 60 CASTING FLAWS
U) if/'

0 0..40- 40- FTE

20 20-
SERVICE -JNOT TEMP FAILURE NDT (APPROX)

N TEMP A I

-30 -to 10 30 30 200 220 240 260
TEMP (OF) TEMP. (OF)

Fig. 25 - (Cases A3 to A7) Fracture analysis relating to the overload failures of cast 12% chromitam stain-
less steel propellers (right); note that the service temperature was below the NDT temperature. Improvement
in the steels resulted in shifting the NDT temperature to 60WF below the service temperature. For the im-
proved propeller steels, the fracture analysis diagram (left) predictions for safe performance under overload
conditions were justified.

featuring low silicon and additions of molybdenum and temperature of the propellers. The improvement that
nickel, as follows: was obtained is indicated by the fracture diagram of

Fig. 25 (left). The modified propellers have since en-
Nominal Composition (Wt-%) dured severe plastic overload service, including being

deformed out of useful shape, without failure. The
Mn (Max) (Min) Ni Cr fracture diagram predicts that at the service temper-

ature, extremely large (and unlikely) flaws on the order
0.12 0.8 0.50 0.50 0.75 12.0 of 1 ft or more would be required to initiate failure of

the new propellers under expected conditions of plas-
Y.S. T.S. El. R.A. tic overload.

(Min) (Min) (Mi) (Mi) Cawe AS: Pressure Vessel,
(ksi) (ksi) M) M _ ASTM A302-Grade B Steel

65.0 90.0 18.0 300

N 1 CNDT 1Composition (Wt. -%)

(MF (ft-lb) C Mn Si P S Cr IMo

<-30 20 0.19 1.24 0,29 0.0Xi 0.029 O.A2 .5

Optimum heat treatment of this material resulted in im- Y.S. T.S. El. LA.
proved strength properties and ductility. (ksi) (kui) (%) (%)

A complete report of this investigation is provided by 36.1 66.0 52.3 46.8
Ref. 10. The primary aim of the study was to lower the
NDT temperature, of cast, 4 to 5 in. thick, type 410 NDT CVNDT Fr C.FT
material to below -306F. In effect, this improvement ('F) (ft-b) (OF) (ft1-b)

S that t I
wouWk bo ~uso O * theeps~0) 10` 0% ____
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Fig. 26 - (Case A8) Hydrostatic test
fracture of a 7.5-ft-diameter, 3-in.-
thick, stress relieved, ASTM A302-B
pressure vessel. The fracture origin is
indicated by the arrows.

This case involves a 3-in.-thick, stress relieved, A302B Category B: Temperature Below NDT -
pressure vessel that failed in hydrostatic test, as illus- High-Level, Residual Stress Loading of Small Flaws
trated by Fig. 26. The initiating flaw involved a 1-1/2 X
3/4 i:ai. weld crack, located at the toe of a fillet weld of Case B1: Spontaneous Pressure Vessel Fracture,
a manhole reinforcement pad on the inside of the shell ASTM A302, Grade B Steel
plate. Details of the crack location and fracture path are
illustrated in Fig. 27. The low level of yield strength of
this material, which normally should develop a yield Composition (Wt- %)
strength in the range of 60 to 65 ksi, resulted in the dis- C Mn Si P S I Mo
closure that the plate had inadvertently been annealed
(furnace cooled from 1650*F) in place of the required 0.20 L.19 0.18 0.021 0.031 056
normalizing heat treatment (air cool from 1650°F).
Following fabrication the vessel was stress relieved at Y.S. T.S. El. R.A.
I11500F. (ksi) (ksi) M% M%

The full hydrostatic test stress was applied to the yes- 63.3 85.4 24.2 S1.4
sel at the time of failure. The level of the shell stress, _ _T__

38 ksi, closely matched the yield strength of the annealed NDT CIINDT FT CrFT
vessel, as indicated in the fracture diagram of Fig. 27. (*F) (ft-lb) eF) (ft-lb)
The failure temperature was approximately 15°F below 0
the NDT temperature of the shell plate. 1

It is interesting to note that, in the absence of a ten-
sile test, to revval that the actual yield strength was 1/2 During the period of investigation of Case A8, a corn-
that expected, this particular failure would be deemed panion 2-9/16-in. thick, A302B pressure vessel of simi-
not to conform to the fracture diagram prediction: i.e., lar design to that shown in Fig. 26,.developed a spontan-
the flaw is too small to provide for fracture initiation, at eous brittle fracture. The fracture occurred with a loud
stress levels of 1/2 the expected yield strength of the report, during an off-work night, while the vessel was
steel, considering that the residual stresses are low due partly fabricated. The initiation point of the failure was
to stress relieving of the vessel. The fact that the yield traced to small heat affected zone cracks at the toe of a
strength of the shell plate was essentially 1/2 of the fillet weld for a manhole port rein~forcement plate, as
expected value completely explains the failure in terms illustrated by Fig. 28, left. The fracture progressed in
of the fracture diagram and places it in the plastic strain both directions for a distance of 8 ft and then stopped.
loading of small flaw category of service failures. The origin and propagation paths of the crack were
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Fig. 27 - (Case A8) Fracture analysis relating to the hydrotest failure of the stress relieved ASTM A302-B
pressure vessel. The steel was given an annealing heat treatment by error which resulted in hydrotest shell

stresses equal to the yield strength level.
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obviously related to a residual stress system of the port- This case involved a 1-1/4-in.-thick, 5-ft-diameter
plate fillet weld. pressure vessel that had been used in chemical proces-

The failure temperature of the steel was approxi- sing for approximately 20 years. Because of localized
mately 40°F below the NDT temperature. The fracture thinning of the wall due to corrosion, it was repaired by

analysis diagram (Fig. 28) illustrates the conditions of the use of patch plates which were welded to the interior

yield-point-level weld residual stress which combined shell surface. Four plates of 16-in.-width (manhole portwith the presence of small HAZ size) were used. In effect, the patch plates were held incracks to cause spontaneous fracture of the vessel, place by fillet welding of the four sides of the composite.The shell served as the "backup plate" for the two butt
welds of the patch plate assembly. The vessel was re-

Case 132: Weld Repared Pressure Vessel, ASTM paired "in place" and was not stress relieved. Small
A 2eB 2 GadR ied B rEuilen) Stesel, Aweld cracks that extended into the "backup" positionA2 12 Grade B (Equivalent) Steel of the central welds provided the flaws for the initiation

of fracture of the shell on a routine hydrotest (Fig. 29).

Composition (Wt-%) Details of the shell fracture, the location of the patch
plates, and the point of fracture origin at the longitudi-

C Mn Si P S nal through weld are illustrated in Fig. 30, left.

0.33 0.62 0.24 0.029 0.039 The chemical analysis and mechanical properties
were found to be equivalent to those currently specified

Y.S. T.S. El. R.A for ASTM A212 Grade B. The failure temperature was
(ksi) (ksi) (%) (%) approximately 15*F below the NDT temperature of the

shell plate. The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 30)
37.9 77.4 25.5 illustrates a typical failure case for weldments that have

not been stress relieved-small weld cracks, high resid-

NDT CVNDT FTr CFr ual stress, and failure temperature below the NDT tem-
(F) (ft-lb) MF) (ft-lb) perature. Fracture propagation was assured by the gen-

so 8 I 6W70) 6 eral level of hydrostatic shell stress of approximately
20 ksi.

Fig. 29 - (Case B2) Hydrotest E
fracture of a 20-year-old pres-
sure vessel following patch plate
salvaging repair of the inside
surface; the fracture origin is
shown above.

_________________________ . . .. ______________________________ ....... _______________
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C 1113: Blast Chamber Pressure Vessel, amounts of experimental explosives. These chambers
ASTM A285 Grade C Steel are widely used by the explosives industry. The frac-

tured remains of the chamber (Fig. 31, right) resulted
from a standard test explosion which developed a shell

Composition (Wt-%) stress not exceeding 15 ksi. As illustrated in Fig. 32,
Mn $i S Cu left, the fracture initiated from a small weld crack

located at the intersection of the shell with the door
0.25 0.45 0.01 0.007 0.024 0.28 port. The crack was located in the shell plate side of the

weld on the inside surface and was identified readily by
Y.S. T.S. El. R.A. chevron marks pointing to a rusted area approximately
(ksi) (ksi) (%) (%) 1 in. long and 3/8-in. deep. The pressure vessel was not
61.3 70.5 20 stress relieved. The 3/4-in. shell plate was purchased to

ASTM A285C.

NDT CrNDT FT CFT The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 32, right) illus-
('F) (ft-b) (OF) (ft-lb) trates that the failure temperature was 300 F below the

60 5 NDT. The combinati-'- of a small weld crack and high
90 6 weld residual stresses r.ovided the necessary conditions

for initiation of the fracture. The fracture surfaces
The blast.chamber shown in Fig. 31, left, was used for showed very thin shear lips typical of fractures below

muffling the sound resulting from the testing of small the NDT temperature.

Y. S.
60 " ' '_

RESIDUAL 
FTE

--"PLATE 40-

40

30
Ax

WELD CRACK 20O
PORTAww#SHELL

I-0

1 - FAILURE

TEMPNO

0 -- I I
50 70 90 110 130 150

TEMP. (*F)

Fig. 32 - (Case 13) Fracture analysis relating to service failure of the ASTM A!,5-C blast chamber.
The vessel was not stress relieved.
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Caon 54: Large Storage Tank Pressure connected the knuckle plate to a supporting 7/8-in.
Vessel, ASTM A285 Grade C Steel skirt plate. The fracture propagated through the bottom

head and lower regions of the vessel, resulting in frag-
mentation of this region into 25 or more pieces. TheComposition (Wt - %) efflux of the water from the shattered bottom resulted

C Mn Si P s cu in the development of a vacuum in the top region of the0.00_________ _ Ovessel with consequent crumpling, as if it had been0.20 0.37 0.06 0.6 squeezed by a giant press (Fig. 34).

The chevrons pointed to the indicated source point;
T.S. El. R.A. however, local damage to the fracture at this point pre-

(ksi) (ksi) (%) (I) vented positive identification of crack defects. It was
38.1 61.2 30.5 58.3 concluded that such defects as existed were obviously of

small dimensions and probably represented. small weld
cracks at the toe of the weld.

NDT J fCVNDT J FT (ft- The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 33, right) illus-
ST(trates that the failure temperature was 10° to 15°F

60 6 45 below the NDT temperature. The level of hydrostatic
shell stress for the cylindrical portion of the shell was
18 ksi. At the knuckle position the stress is estimated to

This case represents a hydrostatic test failure of a be in the order of 25 ksi. In the absence of flaws of
large, 70-ft-high by 45-ft-diameter, pressure vessel for sufficient size to trigger at this level of stress, it is con-
petroleum refinery operations. Figure 33, left, illus- cluded that the fracture originated from the combina-
trates that the fracture initiated in the 1-l1/4-in. knuckle tion of small crack defects and high weld residual
plate of the bottom head, at the toe of a weld which stresses.

SMALL WELD
CRACKS AT
SOURCE

40- RESIDUAL1 1SHELL.F

30-
KNUCKLE

~~# 4 V---.-

45' HL

FAILURE
TEMP. NOT

FRAGMENTED o , I I I
25 PIECES 40 O so too 120TEMP (OF)

FIg. 53 - (Cae 14) Fracture aualyuts relaing to hydrotm
failure of a 45.ft-damne A8TM ASMC torae tank. Thevmend w"• not oil re
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C ca. 135: Co Converter Pressure Vessel,
"""fi " ASTM A204 Grade B Steel

Composition (Wt-%)

C Mn Si P S Mo

0.19 0.78 0.24 0.010 0.012 0.64

Y.S T.S. El. R.A.
(kss) Ji) (M))

52.4 77.5 25.0

NDT CrNDT FT C,.FT
(*F) (ft-lb) (-F) (ft.lb)

110 1 7 f45L4 I
The hydrostatic failure of a 30-ton, 26-ft-long, 7.5-ft-

diameter pressure vessel fabricated for use as a CO con-
verter is shown in Fig. 35. The arrow points to the
region of fracture initiation at the toe of a reinforcing
pad weld. Design details at the point of initiation are
given in Fig. 36, left.

Fig. 34 - (Case B4) Hydrotest failure of the 45-ft-diameter, In compliance with code requirements, the top third
ASTM A285-C storage tank. The top region of the vessel was
crumpled because of the vacuum which developed within by of the vessel was constructed with A204 steel (900OF
the efflux of water from the shattered bottom head (not operation) and the bottom two-thirds of the vessel were
visible), constructed with A212 steel (850*F operation). For

Fig. so- (Case 35) Fractureod- 7.5.f..dlaaxterCOconem, rmue vud TIUaow pl•mo .
the framre Bmo resim.
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corrosion resistance purposes, type 304 stainless steel the flaw in the order of 40 to 45 ksi. The observed
liner sheet was plug welded to the inner surface of the 3 X 0.4-in. flaw would be expecte,4 to initiate fracture
vessel. To avoid corrosion sensitization of the liner, the at this levei of stress at temperatures below the NDT.
vessel was stress relieved at the relatively low tempera- There are two other interesting aspects of this failure
ture: of 950°F for 10 hours. relating to the properties of the 1-3/4-in.-thick A204

The source of the fracture was located in the A204 head and the 1-13/16-in.-thick A212 shell plates which
shell region. The fracture traversed the full length of served to continue the propagation o' the fracture. The
the A204 and A212 shell sections and continued following data are of primary interest:
through the A204 head which joined to the A204 shell
section. The shell stress was approximately 25 ksi. Composition (Wt-%)

The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 36, right) illus- Item I NDT
C Mn Si P S Mo (*F)trates that the failure temperature was approximately I

60"F below the NDT temperature of the A204 source A204 head 0.19 0.90 0.27 0.010 0.021 0.52 80

plate. The decrease in weld residual stress resulting A212 shell 0.27 0.76 0.20 0.013 0.023 0.02 70
from a 950*F stress relief treatment is expected to be
relatively minor, particularly for this grade of steel.
Considerations of the geometric features of the port The propagation of the fracture at 45"F, through
opening and the minor stress relief resulting from the plate material having NDT temperatures of 80 and
stated treatment, suggest a stress state at the position of 70F is to be expected.

VESSEL 60
7.5' DIAM.

26' LENGTH
30 TONS

Y. S.
50 FTE

STRESS AT
4, 40 OPENING
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3.1) 30-
IAMMN- HYDRO

t WELD TOE MW/ SHELL STRESS

CRACK
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FAILURE
TEMR NDT

0 , I I I I I
FIEL 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 17'0WELD ,' 0 TEMP. (OF)

FRACTURE

Fig. 36 - Case1 B5) Fracture analys relating to the hydswslc tsm failure of the CO converter jrsm
vesel. The data relaw to the ASTM AM0 pooma, rt hir& A ewa the IsmIm pim. The vemd Was #m so
inadequate stres re - 9at"WF.
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Cae 116: World War II Ship Steel In 1947 the T-2 tanker USS Ponaganset fractured into
two sections while tied at dockside in Boston, Mass.
Figure 37 illustrates the general appearance of the ves-

Comlosition (Wt.-%) sel; details of the fracture origin are presented in Fig. 38,
C Mn Si P S left. The source of the fracture was an arc strike located

0.25 0.45 0.04 0.010 0.028 at the toe of a fillet weld that joined a chock to the deck.
Figure 39 illustrates the fine network of sharp cracks
that are generally associated with arc strikes. The pres-

Y.S. T.S. El. R.A. ence of the sharp cracks in the arc strike located in a

(ksi) (ksi) M M region of high residual stress resulting from the fillet
weld provided the necessary conditions for fracture ini-

29.6 61.9 40.3 61.1 tiation at temperatures below the NDT. As indicated
by the fracture analysis diagram, the failure tempera-

N D)T C.NDT Fr CrFT ture was 157F below the NDT temperature of the source
(7F) (ftlb) (7) (ft-ib) plate. The steel was typical of the World War II produc-

tion material which features relatively high carbon and
50 10 35 8 low manganese contents.

CHOCK,

BRACKE

CHOCK b

Fig. 37 - (Case 6) Fracture of the T-2 tanker Poaganset. The fracture oighn was traced to am wrc strike.,
located In the deck plate as indicated (booin rtigit).
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Fig. 38 - (Case B6) Fracture analysis relating to the dockside failure of the T-2 tanker Ponaganset

Fig. 39 - Network of 1/8 to 1/44i. cracks generally amciated with arc strikes. The crater dim"WOMlqsu am.
approximately 114 in. by 18 in, Thesm" le of the faws tt ame suffideot to Digger fMein.b UiS.
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15
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Fig. 40 - Illustrating that no failures of World War 11 ships occurred at temperatures
above the 707 upper limit of the NDT frequency distribution range of World War I1
ship steels. A high rate of fracture per month of service occurred at temperatures of 300
to 50*F, for which 20 to 50% of the steels were below their NDT temperatures.

Figure 40 illustrates the service experience record of 15 SHIP PLATE
World War II ships, correlated to the NDT frequency CAT DISTRIBUTION
distribution of the steels used for ship fabrication. The *1(NOT + 300F)
mean NDT temperature is noted to be approximately > 10 0

30'F; the highest and lowest NDT temperatures are 0 *

indicated by the ends of the frequency curve to be in the U 0

order of 70' and O0F, respectively. The NDT frequency ,.*
plot is in exact correlation with the ship service experi- 0 0 . 0
ence, as follows: : 0 0 0 0i - I I I I I II

1. No fractures occurred at service temperatures 30 50 70 90 110 130
above the 70°F upper limit of the NDT frequency dis- CAT (OF) FOR STRESS:= Y.S.
tribution curve, ONLY

2. The ship months of service per fracture decreased PARTIAL

rapidly with decreasing temperature in the range 700 to COPEEFRACTURES
307. This range is marked by the increase in the num- FRACTURESher of steels of below NDT temperature characteristics OF SHIPS IOF SIPS NO FAILURESfrom 0% at 70OF to approximately 50% of the statistical•
population at 30'F.

If another frequency distribution curve is drawn I I a a I a I I
representing the CAT for stresses in the order of 1/3 to 30 50 70 90 110 130
1/2 the yield strength of the World War II ship plates, SERVICE TEMP. (F)
an explanation of the complete fracture of the Ponagan- Fig. 41 - Illustrating that complete failure of ships occurred
set is obtained. The CAT distribution curve (Fig. 41) is only at temperatures such that esatially a#o the whip meek
represented by temperatures 30F higher than noted for were below their respective CAT
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the NDT frequency distribution. This is based on the This case involves the spontaneous fracture of a large
fracture diagram prediction of the CAT at the levels of ring forging, resulting from the presence of very small
general stress of ship decks, i.e., 12 to 15 ksi. Actually, cracks and high local residual stresses. Figure 42 illus-
the stress of ships tied at dock may be on the high side trates the large size of the subject forging, which served
of the range because of the poor ballasting represented as one of five retaining rings for an extrusion press con-
by an empty ship. tainer assembly. The function of the retaining rings is

The CAT frequency distribution curve indicates that, to provide prestress (shrink fit) containment for the

at the failure temperature of 35°F, essentially all of the inner, hot work alloy liner of the extrusion chamber
steels used for World War II ship fabrication would be which normally operates at temperatures on the order
expected to be below the crack arrest temperature for of 7000 to 900°F for purposes of extruding aluminum.
the service stresses involved. As the result, the com- This press was the largest ever built for extruding
plete fracture of the Ponaganset was to be expected inas- aluminum; at the time of the ring fracture, the new press
much as no steel plates having crack arrest properties was in the process of checkout preliminary to production
were to be expected in the line of fracture. use.

A general case may be made from ship failure statis- Because of problems of high temperature operation
tics, as indicated by the diagram at the bottom of Fig. 41. (11), it became necessary to determine the temperatures
All failures which occurred at temperatures of 50* to attained in the outer surface of the retaining rings as a
70°F involved the fracture of a limited number of plates. function of the operating temperature conditions of the
The CAT frequency distribution curve indicates that at internally heated extrusion chambe- liner. For this pur-
60°F approximately 50% of the ship steel population pose, thermocouples were silver brazed to the face of
would be expected to be above the CAT, i.e., would act one of the rings by means of an oxyacetylene torch. The
as crack arresters. Failures which occurred at tempera- brazing was performed while the container assembly
tures below 45°F often involved the total, or almost total, was at room temperature. After brazing the assembly
fracture (Class I fractures) of the ship. The case of the remained overnight at room temperature. Next morn-
Ponaganset thus fits the general experience. ing, prior to use of the assembly, a brittle fracture (loud

The NDT frequency distributign curve and the NDT noise) developed across the 12 X 13-in. section of the

derived CAT distribution curve provide a remarkably
exact prediction of World War 11 ship fracture expeni-
ence in terms of the fracture analysis diagram. Irrespec-
tive of welding variables, the failures of these ships
appear to be controlled by a common denominator
which is related to the NDT properties of the steels.
The initiation stress required for failures resulting from
small defects such as arc strikes and weld cracks appears
to be provided by the residual stresses associated with
the welds.

Cme 97: Retaining Ring for Aluminum-Extrusion
Container, ASTM A293 Steel

Composition (Wt- %)

C Mn Si I P S ICr Mo V

0.30 0.85 0.22 0.010 0.010 0.78 1 0

Y.S. T.S. El. R.A.
(ksi) (ksi) (M) M

142.1 157.2 11.5 28.5

NDT CI.NDT FT CFT Fig. 42 - (Case B7) General view of a retaining ring forging,
('F) (ft-b) (IF) (ft-b) representing an external ring which is shrink fitted over the

*dAr)_ core of an etrsm chamber setion. The chamdbr
400 is 70 ____se e -b _ _n__ L
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ring, as shown in Fig. 43. The source of the fracture was The stress conditions which caused the initiation and
traced to a cluster of microcracks developed in the area propagation of the fracture are indicated in Fig. 44. The
of silver brazing. microcracks were located in the region of yield point

level residual stress resulting from the localized torch
heating to red heat. The combination of small cracks
and high residual stresses provided for the initiation of
the fracture. Propagation of the fracture across the
"section was then assured by the presence of shrink fit
stresses in the order of 50 ksi.

The ring forging conformed to ASTM A293-55T
Class 8 steel, which represents a Cr-Mo-V forging grade
that has been used extensively for extrusion press and
other service involving temperatures in the range
700° to 900*F. The subject composition was developed
primarily for creep resistance properties. Because of
the low tempering temperature used to develop high
creep resistance, the NDT temperature of the steel was
very high (400°F). Thus, the failure temperature (70 0F)
was far below the NDT temperature. However, as illus-
trated by the fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 44, right)
the same considerations apply as for the case of failures
which developed at temperatures of only 15* to 30°F
below the NDT temperature. This case clearly empha-
sizes that at temperatures below the NDT, the presence

Fig. 43 - (Case B7) Fracture face (12Xl3-in.) of the extrusion of localized high residual stresses may trigger the brit-
chamber retaining ring. Fracture source markings are at one tie fracture of remarkably thick sections of metal from
of the positions of thermocouple auachment by brazing; note remarkably small starting cracks, provided propagation
a companion thermocouple. stresses are in excess of 5 to 8 ksi levels.
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Fig. 44 - (Case B7) Fracture analysis relating to the ponmaneous fracture of the
ASTM A293 retaining ring forging
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Case B8: Forged Turbine Generator-Retaining resulting from the deterioration of the electrical insu-
Ring, SAE 3335 Steel lation at this point. The conditions of failure are

analogous to those of Case B7. The heavy arcing caused

1 local melting and overheating, resulting in the develop-Compsitin (W- %)ment of arc crater cracks and high local r'esidual stresses.
C Si P S Ni Cr The required fracture initiation conditions were thus

035 0.54 0.15 0.010 0.025 3.39 1.08 developed after 40 years of service! The general hoop
stress of approximately 50 ksi, which represented the
service loading of the ring, provided for propagation
of the fracture across the 2-1/2 x 16-in. section of theY.S. T.S. El. R.A. SE335frig

(ksi) (ksi) (%) (%) SAE 3335 forging.

99.0 122.0 17.7 50.7 The very high (180°F) NDT temperature of the steel
was deduced to result from improper heat treatment
(by today's standards) for this composition. Laboratory

NDT CI.NDT FT C1.FT investigations (12) disclosed that the material had been

(*F) (ft-lb) (OF) (ft-lb) temper embrittled as the result of slow cooling follow-

IS0 9 1ing the quench and tempering heat treatment.

The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 46) presents a
summary of the principal elements of the failure. The

This failure item represents a forging of old manu- service temperature at the time of failure was 60°F

facture that had served as a turbine generator retaining below the NDT temperature of the steel. The initiation

ring for 40 years. The bursting of the ring on an over- conditions are represented by yield point levels of stress

speed run caused considerable damage, as illustrated initiation, and the propagation conditions by the 50-ksi

by Fig. 45. The dimensions of the ring are illustrated service stress level. The high local stress and small

in Fig. 46. cracks combination had not existed during the 40-year
service life of the ring, accounting for the satisfactory

The primary fracture of the ring was traced to a key- performance to the time of the failure of the electrical
way that had been subjected to heavy electrical arcing, insulation.

17

j Fig. 45 - (Cawe 58) Turbinegenerawr (dr resulting from the fracture of a S4 ameqertiain ringI __ur fr-tefacueo S i.dawe
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Fig. 46 - (Case 138) Fracture analysis relating to the overspeed run failure of the SAE 3335
retaining ring forging. Data by Greenberg (12).

Came 119: Power Dam Outlet Pipe Manifold, creased toward 165 psig (1-1/2 times the 110 psig design
ASTM A201, Grade B Steel pressure). The general size and configuration of the

________________________________ outlet manifold and piping system is shown in Fig. 47,

Composition (Wt -%) top; the extent of damage is shown in Fig. 47, bottom.

Ci Mn J Si P S

0.15 j0.58 0.20 0.00W 0.029

V.S. T.S. El. R.A.
(ksi) (ksi) M M% %

28.0 ± 56.0 31.8 55.1

NDT C,.NDT JT C,,FT
(OF) (ft-lb) (*F) j (ft-hb)

50, 7 50 7

SNNoT_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i

This case involved a large (26-ft-diam. by 38-ft-liong by
1-r/4-in.-thick) steel outlet pipe manifold for a new
hydroelectric power dam. The outlet manifold and pip-
ing system had been prefabricated in four parts, which
were thermally stress relieved before shipment to the
construction site. The four parts were field-assembled
with butt welds which were not stress relieved. Prior to
final connection into the penstock manifold and piping
system, a series of hydrostatic tests were conducted at
relatively low pressures. Following these tests, the out-
let manifold was emptied to permit several weld repairs
and modifications of the internal bracing material. in
the outlet manifold. No stress relief was conducted on
these field weld repairs. During a subsequent hydro. fit. 47 -Arrangement of hydroelectric powver dain osstkt
static test, a fracture developed (at 155 pe@W in th. out- =$WO and piping 8yism pdor go timse of falu0w t* and
let manifold while the pressure was slowl buits %ts .zi of fractusre in oudW mmmlbM (bottm),
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Fig. 48 - (Case B9) Fracture analysis relating to the hydrotest failure of the power dam outlet pipe manifold

The origin of the fracture was a small (1/2 by 1/8-in.) Fracture Thickness Y.S. T.S. El. R.A.
weld-repair crack which extended into the A201-B Plates (in.) (ksi) (ksi) (%) (%)
shell plate at the weld joint connection with the web
plate of the reinforcing crotch girder. Fabrication details Through 1-1/4 25.0 56.3 31.5 52.5

of this junction weld and the location of the fracture ori- End 13/16 32.9 62.0 32.8 62.0
gin are indicated by the drawing of Fig. 48, left. It
should be noted that the fracture propagated into three End 51I I7.2 -

members of the assembly. No data are available, how- Fracture Thickness NDT Cr.NDT FT CrFT

ever, for the 2-1/4-in. crotch girder web member be- Plates (in.) (OF) (ft-lb) (OF) (ft-lb)
cause it was repair welded and utilized with new shell
plates in the repaired outlet manifold. Fracture arrests Through 1-1/4 80 7 50 5

resulted after the fractures had run short distances End 13/16 20 16 50 28
into the 5/8- and 13/16-in. shell plates. As illustrated

y the fracture analysis diagram, Fig. 48, right, the fail- End 5/8 30 16 50 24
ure temperature (50°F) was equivalent to the NDT tem-
perature of the fracture source plate. The initiation It should be noted that propagation at 50°F through the
stress conditions are indicated to be of the yield point other 1-1/4-in, plate, which comprised the weldjunction
magnitude resulting from the combination of the with the crotch girder, should be expected because of
applied and residual stress fields, the NDT temperature (80°F) displayed by that plate.

In contrast with the propagation characteristics de- Especially significant, however, is the fact that propaga-
tion of this fracture was arrested at both ends upon

scribed previously for the Case C5 failure, the mate- entering plates of NDT + 20*F and NDT + 30°F quality
rial properties of the A201 plates in which this failure for the failure temperature (50°F) involved. The nom-
was arrested are particularly revealing. The following inal stress levels at the fracture end positions were esti-
data are of primary interest: mated to be slightly below 1/2 the yield strength of both

plates in which the failure was terminated. For such
stress levels, fracture arrest at NDT + 20OF or NDT +

Fracture Thickness Composition (Wt- %) 300F is in accord with the experimental data of Fig. 12,
Plates (in.) C Mn Si P which served as the basis for the location of the CAT

--- curve in the generalized fracture analysis diagram.
Through 1-1/4 0.21 0.37 0.26 0.012 0.027 The data presented in Fig. 12 indicate a positive assur-
End 13/16 015 0.55 0.21 0.02, 0.0$4 ance of fracture arrest at temperatures of NDT + 30F

and higher; alo, there is a high efpefmaq of friacam

End S1 i 0.21 0.42 0. * &W 0.40 arrest for temperatures u s )WF ÷
01__ a
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CAtegory C: Temperature Below NDT - Elastic involve a conventional casting grade steel, aluminum
Stress Loading of Large Flaws deoxidized and heat treated by normalizing.

The large, 4400-ton-ram-pressure extrusion press
"Case Cl: Extrusion Press Hydraulic Cylinder, was used intermittently, usually for two or three days,

ASTM A27, Grade 70-36 Cast Steel and then allowed to remain idle for several days. Fol-
___lowing a three-day idle period, the press cylinder frac-

tured on the first extrusion. The temperature of the
Composition (Wt-%) cylinder and oil was 70*F at the time of fracture. Prior

C Mn Si P S to this time, repeated extrusions from cold startup had
0.7 07 . been made successfully. Obviously, the fatigue crackhad not yet grown to a sufficient size to initiate fracture

at the 13-ksi shell stress -16-1/2 in. proved to be the
Y.S. T.S. El. RA. critical size!
(ksi) (ksi) M% (%)
30.7 69.0 27.5 39.0 The fracture analysis diagram of Fig. 49 indicates that

the failure occurred at approximately 20°F below the
NDT temperature of the steel. The flaw size of 1-1/3 ft

NDT CVNDT FT C,.FT is in excellent agreement with the predictions of the
(OF) (ft-b) (*F) (ft-lb) generalized fracture analysis diagram of Fig. 9.

90 13 70 8

The failure by splitting along one side of a hydraulic Case C2: Extrusion Press Hydraulic Cylinder,

cylinder of an 80-ton extrusion press is illustrated in ASTM A27, Grade 70-36 Cast Steel
Fig. 49. The fracture originated from a large fatigue This case, also illustrated by the fracture analysis
crack and propagated through the 13-1/2-in. wall as diagram of Fig. 49, represents failure by leakage of a
indicated by the crosshatched region of the drawing. companion extrusion press hydraulic cylinder. The
Details of the huge, 16-1/2-in.-Iong fatigue crack may same extrusion plant also operated a smaller, 2750-ton.
be noted from Fig. 50. The origins of the fatigue crack ram-pressure extrusion press of 8-1/2-in. wall thickness.
may be traced to the presence of a casting shrinkage de- The operation of this: press was continuous over a 3-
fect near the inside wall surface. The casting was pur- year period. The warm oil maintained the shell temper-
chased to ASTM-A27, Grade 70-36 specifications, which ature closely to 120*F during this period.

,--4.2°--,

.13.5"

j 16.5' 40 Y.S. FTE
FATIGUE
CCRACK 30 CASE, ,+

80XO CAATIN C6
0 FRACTUR - * CASE C2

to0 LEAKAGE

10- K311 131(SI
FAILUR NDT SERVICE
TEW. V TEMP.

SOTONCABING I...
S 0 0 110 130 150

TEMP. (F)

Fig. 49 - (Case C1) Fracture analysis relating to the service failure below the NDT of an
ASTM A27 cast-teel extrusion press cy"lder. AV(Cm• M rrfrr 0wnals relating to j

kakge failure above the CAT of a "mib lwp operatin 0 w"
h10her servc tempeUre*.
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io 16 - IN.--.n

Fig. 50 - (Case CI) Fracture surface of the extrusion press cylinder at the position of fracture initiation
from a 16-1/2-in. fatigue crack. Note the casting defect which served as the initiation point for the fatigue
crack.

The design stress was 13 ksi, which is conventional Cae CS: High-Pressure Air Flask, ASTM A372,
for such presses. The cylinder wall of the Case C2 press Class IV Steel
developed a fatigue crack which penetrated the cylinder
wall (approximately 16 in. internal length at the position
of penetration). The fatigue crack which caused leakage Composition (Wt- %)
in this cylinder was at approximately the same position C Mn Si P S Mo
as that which initiated fracture in the Case C I press. The 0.43 1.59 0.25 0. -0.00 0.22
cylinder was weld repaired and returned to normal
operation. The same grade of cast steel was specified
for the second press. Data on thickness effects for low- YS. T.S. El. RA.

strength normalized cast steels indicate that the NDT (ksi) (ksi) (M) M()
temperature of an 8-1/2-in.-thick section may be expec- 83.0 116.9 19.0 49.3
ted to approximate but not exceed the 90*F NDT tempera-
ture of the 13-1/2-in.-thick section. Thus, it is reasonable NDT CNDT FT CvFT
to assume that the same fracture analysis diagram repre- ('F) (ft-b) ('F) (ft-lb)
sents the highest temperature position for the Case C2 -
cylinder, and that the location of the IS-ksi 16-in. flaw 90 19 80 17

point is to the right of the crack arrest curve as plotted
in Fig. 49. Accordingly, the conditions for fracture This case involves a high-pressure compressed air
initiation are not attainable for this material at the ser- flask of seamless tube construction. The flask dimen-
vice temperature of 1207 and stresses in the order of sions of 1.5-in. wall thickness, 22.5-in. diameter, and
13 ksi. The stress required for fracture initiation from 15-ft length represent a large-scale version of a conven-
the 16-in. fatigue flaw (ie., at the time f leakage) is tional thin-walled pressure bottle used for compressed

etmaedlby he + point to bej;*4 ';10 due ml the Saes. Fragmentation fracture of she flak Occurre
level OfthaoperuinrMWW duig a routine air4mk IM W*01 0 UVV.Mwl
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Fig. 51 - (Case C3) Fracture analysis relating to the air-leak
test failure of an ASTM A372-IV high pressure air flask

initiating flaw was determined to be a through-the- Cae C4: Turbine Spindle Forging,
thickness radial lamination of longitudinal orientation, ASTM A293 Steel
i.e., following the direction of the primary flow lines C
resulting from a draw bench forming operation. The Si m o (Wt-%)
through-the-thickness portion of the lamination was C Mn Si Mo Cr
approximately 12 in. long, as shown in Fig. 51; a nar- 0. 3.0 0.50 1 0.50
row tail-region that extended along the center of the 0 . 0 70 0 .
wall was also noted. Y.[ . T.S. El. R.A.

The flask successfully resisted fracture for two pre - -(ksi) -- 4-M----

vious hydrotests of 5-minute durations, and for a "short" 85.0 111.0 19.0 50.8
period of time in a routine test for air leaks when frag- The results of the failure of a large turbine spindle
mentation occurred at a pressure which corresponded to are illustrated in Fig. 52. A detailed account of condi-
a shell stress of 25 ksi. It is believed that the laminated a relating to A detave been presendi-
region gradually developed an interconnecting network tions (13. this failure have been presented byof"eoein ein uigteetms hnteeEmmert (13). The failure originated at the core of a
of"decohesionr regions during these times. When these massive spindle forging which was 7 ft in diameter and
merged into a network of 12-in. length, the required 4 ft long in the central region, as illustrated in Fig. 53.
critical flaw size was attained and fracture resulted. The ougn ethe central inias illftated i nFNumerous magnetic particle indications of flakes and
flask was purchased to ASTM A372-1V specifications. thermal cracks were found in the broken sections of the

The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 51) illustrates that core. The larger of these flaws were noted to be in the
the failure occurred at 10*F below the NDT tempera- range of 6 to 12 in. The failure of the spindle during
ture. The flaw size and stress levels conditions are in a routine overspeed test resulted in the fragmentation
excellent agreement with the predictions of the genera- of the heavy core section into four "quadrant" sections,
lized fracture analysis diagram. ie., pieces in the order of 4 X 3 x 5 ft in size. The failure
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Fig. 52 -(Case C4) Remains of a turbine spindle following fracture and ejection of
che 7-ft-diameter center section
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Fig. 53 - (Case 01) Fracture analysis relating to che overspeed failure of the
ASTMA A293 turbine spindle forging

temperature was determined to be 180* ± 207. Charpy The spindle was purchased to ASTM A293 specifica-
V correlation with the NDT tests from the shaft exten- tion, which is conventional for heavy forgings. The
sion section were used to estimate the NDT temperature failure temperature, flaw size, and stress conditions

of the massive core section from Charpy data reported established for this failure are in azcekint correspon-
for the massive section. The Cheap data indicaed that dence with the predictions provided by the fruisM*
the NDT of the core section wminsi dw rwasV1 ±WF. "akayi diagra.
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Category D: Temperature Between NDT and This case relates to a thick-wall flask used for the con-
CAT Curve - Elastic Stress Loading of Large Flaws tainment of high-pressure gases. The failure of the flask,

due to the presence of a large lamination, occurred
Case DI: High-Pressure Gas Flask, during hydrotest on reaching the specified stress of

ASTM A302 Grade B Steel 57 ksi. The general appearance of the failed flask is
shown in Fig. 54; details of the construction and of the

i (W initiating flaw are indicated in Fig. 55. The 10-ft-long
Composition (Wt-) ~flask was constructed by welding of 30-in.-O.D. cylindri-c Mn Si rP s MO cal forgings of 3.3-in.-wall thickness. High-quality fab-M2 Si 0 0.01Mo0 rication procedures were used because of the critical

0.24 1.33 0.26 0.015 0.014 0.57 application involved in the use of this flask. Exacting
x-ray inspection was used during fabrication and fol-

Y.S. T.S. El. R.A. lowing a final stress relief heat treatment. However, the
(ksi) (ksi) (%) (I ) 12-in.-Iong radial lamination which was the source of

80.6 104.1 22.0 56.0 fracture was not detected. This is not surprising be-
cause of the difficulty of detecting tightly bound lamina-

NDT CNDT FT C,.FT tion defects by nondestructive methods. It should beI 3 in the cylindrical forging. The forgings were purchased

______ I4_ _0 to ASTM A302-B specifications.

Fig. 54 - (Case DI) Hydrotest fracture of a S0-ln.-diameter high-pressum flask; the 1-24n. lamiadon
Raw ortgin is shown at the top
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Fig. 55 - (Case D I) Fracture analysis relating to the hydrotest failure of the ASTM A302-B gas flask

The fact that the lamination flaw of almost the exact quirement have been provided by the results of a series
size of the Case C3 air flask failure required approxi- of full-size pressure vessel tests conducted by the South-
mately twice the level of stress (57 ksi compared to 25 west Research Institute for the Pressure Vessel Research
ksi) for fracture initiation is of particular interest. For Council (PVRC) and the Atomic Energy Commission
the Cast DI gas flask, the failure temperature was (14,15). The tests, which were planned by the Low Cycle
approximately 15*F above the NDT temperature, while Fatigue Subcommittee of the PVRC, were intended to
for the Case C3 air flask, the failure temperature was evaluate the low cycle fatigue characteristics of various
10°F below the NDT temperature. The fracture stress nozzle designs. The growth of fatigue cracks at the noz-
for a flaw of 12-in. size would be expected to have the zles in 'the course of the tests provided flaw size-fracture
general relationship given by the dashed curve of stress data for the steels used in the construction of
Fig. 55; i.e., for a given flaw size, a much larger stress the pressure vessels and nozzles. The unusually high
is required to cause initiation above the NDT tempera- shell stress levels used in these tests reflect a require-
ture as compared to that below the NDT temperature. ment for developing plastic strain level loads in the

nozzle regions for the purposes of conducting low cycleThe appearance of the two fractures immediately fatigue studies,

reflect the conditions of fracture below and above the

NDT. The Case C3 air flask vessel fragmented into a The tests were conducted at 60r to 70°F using slow,
large number of small pieces; no shear lips were present cyclic loading by hydrostatic pressurization. Four
on the fracture surfaces. The fracture of the Case DI vessels were involved; two of these were constructed of
gas flask was limited to a few large pieces; shear lips of ASTM A201 plate with A105 nozzle forgings, and the
1/16 to 1/8 in. thickness were readily visible, other two vessels were constructed of ASTM A302-B

plate with A182-Fl (modified) nozzles. These materials
also conformed to the specifications for steels intended

Catelgoy L: Temperature mI - I for low temperature service, ASTM A300-58. The NDTStraht Leading of Moderately L- Plawsti temperatures of shell and nozzle materials were deter-
mined by postfailure tests, to be uniformly in the range
0* to 10*F except for one component which had a 20OF

The fracture diagram indicates a requirement for NDT. Thus, all of the tests which were conducted may
combined conditions of plastic overload and large flaws be considered as representing tests within 10F of the
for fracture initiation at temperatures 60*F above the FTE temperature which represents the CAT for stress
ND'r temperature. Excellent confirmation of this re- levels equal to the yield srengths of the metals.
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Cane El: Fracture of PVRC #1 'Vessel The general features of all test vessels are illustrated
by the failure photograph (Fig. 56) of the first vessel of
the test series, PVRC #1. The vessel was constructed

Material CompXsition (WI-¶) from 2-in.-thick ASTM A201 plate and ASTM A105
Matf-- nozzle forgings. The materials were aluminum deoxi-C Mn Si P S dized and heat treated by normalizing. The vessel was

A201 Shell 0.18 0.65 0.21 0.010 0.024 subjected to slow, cyclic, hydraulic pressurization to
A105 Nozzle 0.25 0.72 0.22 0.007 0.034 shell stress levels approximating the 48-ksi yield strengthof the shell material. Strain gage measurement indicatedthat the nozzle was loaded plastically to 0.47% strain,Material Y.S. T.S. El. R.A. resulting in the growth of a low cycle fatigue crack which

(ksi) (ksi) M M penetrated the nozzle to a depth of approximately 1-1/2A201 Shell 48.0 67.9 40.0 54.6 in. (4-in.-iong flaw), at which point (6800 cycles) the
A105 Nozzle 36.4 66.6 34.4 50.5 test was discontinued and ,he crack was weld repaired.Continuation of the test resulted in the development

of a new crack at the bottom of the weld repair (16) to
approximately a 3-in. depth (6-in.-long flaw), at whichMaterial NDT C1NDT FT C,.FT point (7516 cycles) a brittle fracture was initiated in the(OF) (ft-lb) (°F) (ft-lb) nozzle and propagated through the shell (Fig. 57). TheA201 Shell 0 26 60/70 6&/72 fracture surfaces through the shell showed 1/8-in, shear

A 112 lips, The NDT of the nozzle steel was 10F and that ofAI05 Nozzle 10 13 I60/70 2530 the shell 0F.

Fig. 5S - (Cme El) Failure of the 5-ft-diameter, low cycle fatigue test vesiel PVRC 0i. The arrw inias /the location of the 6-in. fatigue crack which Initiated the fracture.
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stresses would be required for fracture initiation. Evi-
dently, the 4-in.-Iong crack which developed during the
prerepair portion of the test was not of sufficient size
to trigger the fracture. The growth of the second fatigue
crack to a length of 6 in. provided the necessary flaw
size for fracture. The 6-in, flaw size is in good agreement
with the flaw size estimates provided by the general
fracture analysis diagram, as indicated by the dashed
line of Fig. 5& The 1/8-in, shear lip shown by the frac-
ture surfaces is characteristic of fractures that propagate
at FTE temperature, through stress fields at the yield-
point-level.

NOZZLE -T-SHELL
WELD

Case E2: Leakage Failure of PVRC #2 Vessel

A second vessel, PVRC #2, which was a duplicate of
PVRC #1, was fabricated at the same time, using mate-

rials from the same heats of steels (Case El properties
given above). The Case E2 vessel was cycled at a shell
stress of 3/4 the yield strength of the A201 shell mate-

Fig. 57 - (Case El) PVRC #1 vessel fracture surface illu rial with a resulting nozzle stress of 0.28% strain. Fol-

trating the 6-in. fatigue crack at the nozzle source point lowing a discussion of the PVRC # failure, the authors

(located by the arrow in Fig. 54). recommended to the PVRC Committee that the first
fatigue crack which would develop in a nozzle of the

The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 58) predicts that PVRC #2 not be weld repaired, as an attempt to con-
at the service temperatures equivalent to the FTE tem- tinue the testing and develop fatigue crack initiation
perature of the steel, a large flaw and high plastic load at other nozzles. It was predicted that the vessel would

HEAVY
SHEAR LIP, FATIGUE

2" - A 201 • 0 47% STRAIN
SHELL A(PLASTIC STRESS

NOZZLEATNOZZLE)

SHELL STRESS
./ (YS OF SHELL)

. Y.S OF NOZZLE
,-' FTE

S30 - Fig. 58 - (Case El) Fracture analy-
... sis relating to the failure of the

PVRC #1 vessel whkc origkmiwed

20 from a 6-in. fatigue crac in a forged
ASTM A105 nozzle
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NDT FAILURE
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not be "lost" by fracture and that the test would be ter-
minated by leakage. Additional testing could then be
conducted by removing the failed nozzle and rewelding
with a port closure. As predicted, a fatigue crack
(7-3/4 in. long, 4-1/2 in. deep) developed which pene-
trated the nozzle wall (85,868 cycles) and resulted in
a failure by leakage. The fracture analysis diagram of g
Fig. 58 was the basis of the prediction that lowering
the nozzle stress level from 0.47% strain to 0.28% strain
should result in a requirement for a fracture initiation
flaw that is considerably larger than the 6-in. flaw which
had almost penetrated the nozzle in the PVRC #1
vessel. As an estimate, the required flaw size should be
in the order of I to 2 ft. It is evident that the growth
of such a large flaw, for the illustrated nozzle configura-
tion (Fig. 57) would result in penetration through the
wall prior to fracture. This case provides an excellentexample of the use oCt the fracture diagrams for the pre- Fig. 59 - (Case E2) Surface appearance of the fatigue crack
diction of service ofailefracture o dit- (right) which penetrated the nozzle wall and resulted in leakage
diction of service failure conditions. termination of the fatigue test for the PVRC #3 vessel

Can* E&: Leakage Failure of PVRC #3 Vessel

Composition (Wt-%)
Material C Mn Si P S Mo

A302-B Shell 0.23 1.23 0.29 0.019 10.01 0.59

AI82-FI Nozzle 0.22 1.33 0.23 0.011 0.030 0.54

Y.S. T.S. El. R.A.
(ksi) (ksi) (M) (M)

A302--B Shell 60.7 81.3 39.0 64.0

A 182--Fl Nozzle 52.3 74.3 31.0 64.8

Material NDT CNDT FT CJFT

(OF) (ft-lb) (*F) (ft-lb)

A302- B Shell 20 19 60/70 29/33

A182- Fl Nozzle 10 I 16 6070 .30/35

A third vessel, PVRC #3, was constructed of ASTM
A302-B shell material and modified A182-Fl nozzle
material. Both types of steel were aluminum deoxi-
dized and heat treated by normalizing. This vessel was
cycled at a shell stress of 42 ksi with resulting 0.43%
plastic strain at the nozzle. Fatigue crack leakage was ob-
served at 8500 cycles. The surface appearance of the
crack at the nozzle port opening is illustrated in Fig. 59;
the crack appearance is typical of all of the fatigue Fig. 0io - ((Cae ES) Nozzle sectin shown in Fig. 57 wab caled

cracks cited for the PVRC series. The internal appear- with l.i•,d nitrogen and spik open in the plane of the fuNOWe
ance of the fatigue crack is shown in Fig. 60. The pad crait (dark region at top left of the fracture urf^e*)
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Fig. 61 - (Case E3) Fracture analysis of the flaw size and stress conditions that were inadequate for fracture
initiation in the A182-Fl forged nozzle of the PVRC #3 pressure vessel

type nozzle involved in the leakage, featured a plug hole A fourth vessel, which was a duplicate of PVRC #3
through the pad which provided for leakage at the time was fabricated at the same time, using similar materials
that the crack had propagated through to the shell-to- for the shell and nozzle. This case of E4 provides a
pad interface. The nozzle design and path of leakage are simultaneous evaluation of two flaw sizes at two levels of
detailed by the drawing in Fig. 61, which also includes stress. Figure 62 illustrates the two fatigue cracks that
the fracture analysis diagram. The high level of fracture developed; one was located in the nozzle at the port
toughness of the shell steel at a temperature of 10F opening and the other at the nozzle to shell junction
below the FTE is clearly indicated by the resistance to area. Leakage through the nozzle-to-shell junction area
fracture in the presence of a 4-in. flaw subjected to terminated the test at 40,041 cycles. The failure devel-
plastic loads of 0.43% strain. oped at the type nozzle that was of the same design as

that which initiated failure for PVRC #1 and #2.
Co Z4: Leakage Failure of PVRC #4 Vessel The fracture analysis diagram (Fig. 63) illustrates

that the shell stress of PVRC #4 was 32 ksi, the plastic
Comiposition (Wt- %) stress at the throat section of the failure nozzle was

Material C Mn Si P S Mb 0.35% strain and the stress at the nozzle-to-shell junc-
tion point was 52 ksi. Neither of these two combinations

A302-B Shell 0.20 1.42 0.19 0.018 0.022 0.52 of flaw and stress (2-7/8-in. flaw and 0.35% strain or,
Al82-Fl Nozzle 0.24 1.35 0.28 0.019 0.017 0.52 5-in. flaw and 52-ksi stress) were adequate to initiate

fracture at the FTE temperature. It should be noted
S T.S. -l. T-. that the case of the larger flaw involves a simukaneous

Material (.S. S El. R.A. tae of the nozzle and shell due to the fact that the flaw
(( (-) extended into both regions.

ASM02-B Shell 58.1 79.5 26.0 54.5 Summary of PVRC Test Data
AIB2-FI Nozzle 61.8 66.0 28.3 64.6

The following summary may be made from the de-
Maeil NDT C,,NDT FT Cr.FT s"rbed analyses:

(OlF) (ft-ib) ,(F) (ft-lb) Vessel Flaw Size (in.) Stress Level Result

A32-B Shell is10 L~ $0 364 V 6 10.47% strAiU fracr

""Ail Lv |

7, V -:7
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Vessel Flaw Size (in.) Stress Level Result

PVRC #4 2-7/8 0.35% strain leakage at
5-in. flaw

PVRC #2 7-3/4 0.28% strain leakage

PVRC #4 5 52 ksi leakage
(nozzle)

PVRC #4 5 52 ksi leakage
(shell) I I I

These results document a consistent performance pat-
tern which fully confirms the fracture analysis diagram
predictions that moderately large flaws and stress levels
in the plastic overload range are required to initiate
fracture at temperatures of NDT+ 507F to NDT+ 607F.
In addition, these tests provide a better definition of the
flaw size and stress requirement than the previously
available estimates. The increased fracture toughness
that results from increasing the temperature by 50" to
607F above the NDT temperature is most dramatic when
compared with the information on the extremely smallflaw sizes that may trigger fracture at low levels of ap- Fig. 62 - (Ca.,,, E4) Leakage region in the nozzle of the PVRC

#4 vessel. The nozzle section was cooled with liquid nitrogen
plied stress below the NDT temperature, e.g., Category B and split open in the plane of the two fatigue cracks (dark
failures. An interesting comparison may be made also areas). The larger of the two fatigue cracks is noted to have
with Case Al, Fig. 21, which involved a small flaw and penetrated through the thickness of the shell wall. The shiny
localized plastic stress loads with the service tempera- arc between the cracks is a machine cut to remove a metal fin
ture below NDT. which covered a portion of the fatigue cracL
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Fig. 63 - (Case E4) Fracture analysis of the flaw site and stress conditions that were inade-
quate for fracture initiation in the ASTM AI2-FI nozzle and the ASTM AMO01.i shd of
she PMIC #4 vessel
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Category F: Temperature Above FTE and Above from 157F above the ambient test temperatures (all tests
FTIP - Near Ultimate Tensile Strength Loading were conducted at 400 to 707F) to as much as 200*F be.

of Very Large Flaws low the test temperature. All tests were conducted with
Data relating to the subject category were obtained externally cut "slit" flaws having a sharp root radius ofDatarelaing o C0.001 in. Two types of slits were used, 10 in. x 0.45T

as the result of an extensive series of deliberately flawed (T in. To the 1.5-its werenused 10 in. x 0.45T

and burst tested pressure vessels of approximately 15-ft (T relates to the 1.5-in. thickness) and 20 in. X 0.80T.

length x 22-in. O.D. x 1.5-in. wall thickness. The series In order to simplify the presentation of these data, the

is of particular interest because it involved test condi- test temperature is represented by the "t" between the

tions related to various fracture categories. It also in- actual NDT of the vessel and the temperature at the
volved pressurization by hydrostatic and pemtctime of test. Thus, a vessel that had a NDT of 2007volvea. pInfact, o te hdonstration ofCat y Fpneumatic below the test temperature is represented as being tested
means. In fact, the demonstration of Category F con- at NDT + 2007F; a vessel that had a NDT of 157F above
ditions resulted from the pneumatic pressurization the test temperature is represented as being tested attests. Discussions of these cases will be directed not only NDT -- 15°F, etc. The yield strengths of the vessels
to documentation of the subject category, but, also at varied from 80 to 100 ksi and the tensile strengths from

explaining potentially dramatic differences in service 11 0 to 13 0 ksi F u e the diagram sur marszr-
faiure inolvng ydrstaic nd neuati prssuiza I10 to 130 ksi. For purposes of the diagram summariza-

failures involving hydrostatic and pneumatic pressuriza- tions, these have been averaged as approximately 90 ksi
tion.

and 120 ksi for the yield and tensile strengths, respec-
The interest in the Category F test series began with tively.

the Case C3 air-leak test failure of the normalized A372
Class IV steel flask described in Fig. 51. Following this
event, new pressure vessels using a wide variety of steel
compositions and quenched and tempered (QOT) heat DeliberaV•! •awed Pressure Vessels
treatments, were manufactured and deliberately flawed Figure 64 presents a summary of the hydrostatic burst
for test purposes. These included Q&cT A372 Class IV tests which involved the use of the 10-in.-iong slit. In
steels, Q&T A336 Class F-22 (2-1/4% Cr, 1.0% Mo) pressurizing of vessels containing such large slits there
steels, and QPT HY-80 (3.0% Ni, 1.6% Cr, 0.5% Mo) is a natural tendency for the slit to open up at the outer
steels. As a result, the NDT of the test vessels varied surface ie., to become V-shaped. This condition remuts
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from the gradual development of an elliptical bulge over
the weakened area of the slit. For tests conducted below
the NDT the process was terminated at incipience by the
development of a brittle fracture which originated at
the bottom of the above described V. The vessels then
fragmented into several pieces (Fig. 65, top). The frac-
ture surfaces were characterized by a lack of visible
shear lips, as expected for fractures below the NDT. ' L
These events are noted in the diagram of Fig. 64 for the
test data points below NDT.

Pressurization at NDT + 30'F resulted in a slightly
higher nominal burst stress (according to the formula
for thin-walled vessels, PD/2t, involving pressure, dia-
meter, and wall thickness) and a distinctly different frac-
ture appearance. The bottom of the V developed a pre-
fracture fibrous tear, and the fracture mode involved
very long, branched ruptures rather than several frag- 7,
ments, Fig. 65, center. The fracture surfaces showed
a minimum of 1/16-in. thick shear lips which are char-
acteristic of failures at 200 to 500F above the NDT. A
slight bulge had developed prior to fracture because of
the increased fracture toughness of the material.

Pressurization at NDT + 800 to + 90"F resulted in an
additional small increase in the burst stress and in a
dramatic change in the fracture appearance. The frac-
ture which developed stopped approximately 2 ft from
each end of the slit, Fig. 65, bottom. Examination of
the fracture showed that the prefracture tear had ex-
tended completely through the remaining section at the
bottom of the V and that a partially brittle fracture had ,
originated from the ends of the slit. The heavy shear
lips (1/4 to 1/2 in.) which characterize NDT + 80* to
+ 900F temperatures, caused the fracture to propagate
ai relatively low velocity. As a result, the hydrostatic Fig. 65 - Illustrating the general mode of failure of hydro-
pressure was lost due to spurting of the liquid and the statically loaded pressure vessels featuring the presence of
fracture was arrested after a short run. large flaws. Top-fragmentation into large pieces, at tempera-

tures at or below NDT. Middle-extensive ruptures at tern-
The development of a slow, vertical tear through the peratures of NDT + W0 to NDT + 50'F, Bottom- limited rup-

remaining net section of the slit documents the develop- tures at temperatures of NDT + 80 to NDT + 900F.
ment of an appreciable bulge prior to fracture. It also
documents that for the NDT + 900F tests, the plotted loading. Figure 66 presents a summary of the pneumatic
burst stress conditions (as calculated by PD/2t) are fic- burst tests which involved the use of the 20-in.-iong slit.
titious because they do not apply to the bulge area. The Also included in Fig. 66 are the data for the Case CS
actual stresses at the slit ends at the time of fracture air-leak failure, which represents a pneumatic load
initiation, in the NDT + 900F tests are represented in test below the NDT temperature. The appearance of
Fig. 64 by the point of the dashed arrow, i.e., close to the the Case C3 air-leak test fracture is shown in Fig. 67
ultimate tensile strength of the material. (top). The high degree of fragmentation is typical of

Cases F6 to F1 1: Pneumatic Burst Tests fractures developed below the NDT temperature for
pneumatic pressurization. For hydrostatic pressuri-
zation below the NDT temperature, fragmentation

Burst tests of other deliberately flawed vessels featur- with fewer but -larger pieces will occur as shown in
ing test temperatures of NDT + 70°F to + 900F, NDT + Fig. 65, top. The other principal difference between
120*F (at FTP), and NDT + 200*F (above FTP) were the two is that the fragments are projected outward at
conducted with the 20-in. X 0.T slits and pneumatic much higher velocities for the pneumatic case.
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Fig. 66 - (Cases F6 to FII) Summaryoflfpmenumatic burst test data

Figure 66 also illustrates that above the NDT temper- at hee sawe NDT referenced temperatures, The stress

ature, all of the pneumatic loaded vessels failed at rela- levela that would have been required to develop frac-

tively low (apparent, PD/2t) burst stresses by the devel- ture of tlhe plate would have been the same as those

opment of a tensile neck failure (to a knife edge) of the devel0loped in the bule regions of the pressure vessels.

remaining 0.2T bridge. Immediately thereafter, the un- Thist are the stress levels indicated in Fig. 66 by the

supported slit area was bulged severely to an egg varioous heads of the dashed arrows. In other words, at

shape, as is evident from Fig. 67, bottom. In contrast to FTP ' dhe lead applied to the plate would have been near

the case of hydrostatic pressurization, the pneumatic ultinvte tensile strength levels, as required by the frac-

pressure was not relieved by the escape of a small ture analysis diagram for category F failures near to

amount of the pressurizing agent. The high compressi- and a gove FTP temperatures.
bility of the gas provided a continuing "soft spring"
loading across the open slit and the resulting tear as it T Mr are several practical lessons to be learned from

propagated. The tremesidous amounts of energy stored thae tests, over and above the complete corroboration
in the compressed air not only forced the complete pro0wided for the fracture analysis diagram, as follows:
splitting of all pressure vessels of this group, but also
acted partially to flatten out the remains. The process L' The fracture-safe regions of the diagram, indicated
is operative even for conditions of fracture by full shear, by dulie termperature zone to the right of the CAT curve,
ix., above the FTP temperature. The pertinent burst actually represent safety relative to the usual case of

stress levels which are involved for pneumatic burst spotntaneiously ;unning fractures (fractures that propa.

tests are indicated in Fig. 66 by the heads of thedashed gate in tlhe classical brittle fracture sense by release of

arrows. elauizi strain energy from a pre-existing stress field).

The results of these tests may suggest that for ex-
tremely large flaw sizes and for conditions of pneumatic 2. The unique conditions of local plastic instability
pressurization the fracture analysis diagram is irrele- (bu*) provide an additional means of fracture prope.

vant; such is not the case. Let us consider an analogous gabo wbdkh is rehdwly idepedmout of the poeral
case of a flat pe, containing the same flaws and loaded stums lekE Wat Is WpenW io ! e s o h fa mu d.
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plication" of the general stress level which is developed 3. It is concluded that for internally pressurized ves-

in the partially supported bulge region. Thus, if the flaw sels, fracture safety in the region to the right of the
is sufficiently large to initiate instability for the level of CAT curve requires one additional item of considera-
general (PD/2t) stress, there is no stopping of the tear- tion -the flaw must not be so large as to provide for the
ing action except for a drastic decrease in the general initiation of local plastic instability. Failure to meet
stress level, the reason being that the process basically this second requirement will result in partial fracture
involves instability-the larger the flaw the larger the for the hydrostatic case and in total destruction of the
bulge and the higher the stress multiplication, etc. vessel for the pneumatic case.

Fig. 67 - Illustrating the general
mode of failure of pneumatically
loaded pressure vessels featuring
the presence of large flaws. Top -
fragmentation at temperatures be-
low NDT. Middle-fracture into
several large pieces at temperatures
of NDT + SVPF. Bottom-ductiie
tear at temperatures of NDT + 1200F
and higher.

F,
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GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR THE need for consideration of the fracture properties of

FRACTURE-SAFE ENGINEERING USE OF steelsl The basic fracture analysis diagram has four pri-

STEELS BASED ON THE mary reference points which may be used as design

FRACTURE ANALYSIS DIAGRAM criteria. These relate to the fabrication and design

The foregoing development and explanation of the features of the structure with respect to the use or ab-

fracture analysis diagram concepts, with detailed ser- sence of stress relief, the expected level of stress at criti-

vice failure documentation of the validity of the con- cal points (initiation points), the expected size of flaws

cepts, served the purpose of this final section which at initiation points, the general level of stress, considera-

considers the interests of the eventual users of the infor- tions of flaw size enlargement consequent to low cycle

mation. We shall now explain the general procedures fatigue, etc. All of these are items requiring engineer-

which have been evolved for the fracture-safe design ing design judgment. The four design criteria are de-

and engineering specifications of steels based on the fined as follows:

fracture analysis diagram. 1. NDT Temperature Design Criterion: Service use

The principal features of these procedures are illus- above the NDT temperature is required for structures

trated in Fig. 68. It is emphasized that the procedures that are not thermally or mechanically stress relieved

apply to structures that contain flaws; if it is determined or that may be expected to develop points of local yield-

or assumed that the structure is flaw-free there is no ing, because below the NDT temperature, very small

FTP
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AND NOTE 4 sis diagram concepts and a catalog
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flaws may serve as initiators under these conditions. Let us now assume that information is available as to
Fracture protection is afforded by the rapid, stress-axis the NDT frequency distribution curves of steels having
rise of the initiation curve for small flaws at tempera- the desired strength level and section thickness for the
tures above the NDT temperature. above case. Engineering judgment is then required re-

garding the most economical selection based on the
2. NDT + 30F Design Criterion: This design criterion availability of NDT frequency distribution data as illus-

relates to the CAT for stresses in the order of 1/2 the trated at the bottom of the figure. The following con-
yield strength of the steel. By restricting service use to siderations may apply:
above this temperature, the flaw-size evaluation prob-
tlem disappears, provided the level of stress does not Steels A and B - Not adequate because none of the A
exceed 1/2 the yield strength level, as is the usual case. steels and only a very small part of the B steel popula-
In other words, since the fractures cannot initiate, they tion may be expected to be suitable-test selection is
cannot propagate. This approach is inherent in the not practical.
British engineering use of the isothermal Robertson Steel C-Approximately 50 percent of the popula-
CAT, the Esso use of the CAT for 18 ksi, and all other tion should be adequate-test selection is required.*
similar CAT methods.

Steel D-All of the population should be adequate
3. NDT + 607F Design Criterion: This design criterion and no specification test is required for selection; how-

is based on the same considerations as design criterion 2 ever, it may be desirable to spot check for quality con-
above, except that the level of general stress is consid- trol reasons.
ered to be equal to the yield strength of the steel. This Steel E-Much lower transition temperature than is
design criterion applied to the PVRC #1 vessel. It also required; the added cost over Steel C is not justified.
applies to special cases involving high test pressurization
and reactor pressure vessel service conditions at nozzles It should be apparent that the particular require-
due to severe thermal stress conditions. ments of the job will determine the choice between Steels

C and D. The question of testing or not testing is a very
4. NDT + 1207F Design Criterion: This design cri- practical one which relates to costs of purchase on a test

terion is based on service requirements for plastic over- requirement basis as compared to the purchase of a
load of the structure, which may either involve consid- more expensive steel that would not require testing.
erations of possible accidents or, as in the case of mili- For other design criteria (NDT, NDT + 60F, or
tary structures, the expectation of explosive attack. The NDT + 1207) than the illustrated example, similar
intent is to restrict service to full shear fracture tem-
peratures in order to develop the utmost of fracture procedures as described above are followed.
resistance. The authors have engaged in considerable analyses

Let us assume, for purposes of an example, that engi- involving the selection of the most economical steels for
neering judgment dictates the use of the NDT + 3OF a wide variety of applications. For such purposes, they
(CAT) design criterion, and that 407F represents the have collected a relatively large amount of data involv-
lowest expected service temperature. As noted in ing the NDT frequency distribution curves of various
Fig. 68, there are four simple steps of the analysis: common grades of steel as a function of thickness and

heat treatment. Figure 69 presents examples of NDT
1. The four design criteria, as noted on the diagrtml, frequency distribution curves. The top group illustrates

are considered in relation to theia significance with the improvement in ship steels which followed the un-
respect to the specific structure. The choice in this ex- fortunate experiences of World War 11. The curve Ja-
ample is assumed to be the NDT + 30F (CAT) criterion. beled "World War II" represents the frequency group

2. The lowest service temperature, 40*F for the above presented in Fig. 40. The bottom group illustrates high
stated example, is related to the chosen design criterion. tensile steels of various thickness ranges, as rolled and

normalized. This grouping was developed specifically
3. The highest permissible NDT temperature is then fo i ,lcoo f~tirsf tel o ag n

determined from the "At" scale of the diagram; this is or th• .ekctkrn Of frnttire-safe steels for a large and
107F for the above stated case. *If it is decided to uwt di drop-weight test for specifcatikm purpxoes

4. The most economical choice of steel is determined for the albve example, "nom-cak" perfimnace (I.2) would he rm.
by the use of NDT data for the steels of interest, coupled qured at the cilaidon tes tempenoue of lOFt. This ptncureSnot require tedu emwmin o she MDI .epvwe she ou
with engineeringjudgment as to desirability of conduct- break perfomsma btlkate that the uqi s mWa Nrthn A
ing selection tests, as described below. is below 14M.
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5j l-S" I the form of NDT data or as Charpy V data which could/"1112"AiBS-0 -1$
"HI -MR 5/r"-I0 then be translated to NDT temperatures.
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